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Brunello di Montalcino wine trip from Siena

Enjoy a unique wine tasting! Transfer by air conditioned minivan from Siena to
Montalcino area to discover Brunello di Montalcino famous wine. Guided visit of a
famous wine cellar and its famous Brunello Wine Museum, lunch in taverna with a
tuscan delicious meal combined with this excellent wine. ...

Price: 255,48 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=101801P24

Siena Walking Tour: Medieval EXPLORATION GAME (Piazza del Campo, Duomo)

Embark on a quest around Siena by solving clues to start a war between the famous
Tolomei and Salimbeni families, all with the help of your smartphone. Unlock new
stories as you discover on your own the Siena Dome, the historical center, Fonte
Gaia, Palazzo Tolomei, and more.+ Discover the ...

Price: 2,49 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=107194P24

Siena Monteriggioni San Gimignano with Lunch&WineTasting Fullday from Rome

Enjoy this unforgettable High Level Tour and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ? San
Gimignano? Monteriggioni? Siena Wine and Light Lunch in the Tuscany countryside
included! Upgradable with licensed local guide in Private ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=107660P125
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Siena Monteriggioni San Gimignano with Lunch&WineTasting Fullday from Florence

Enjoy this unforgettable High Level Tour and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ? San
Gimignano? Monteriggioni? Siena Wine and Light Lunch in the Tuscany countryside
included! Upgradable with licensed local guide in Private ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=107660P13

Classic Chianti wine tasting experience at La Castellina close to Siena 

The winery ?Fattoria La Castellina? draws its origins from the past properties of the
noble Squarcialupi family, which extended around the medieval borough of Castellina
in Chianti.Today, the farm belongs to the Bojola-Targioni family who, with great
passion, have given a new incentive to the ...

Price: 30,90 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=111416P117

Brunch and wine experience at Castellina close to Siena & Florence

A relaxing morning for those who want to enjoy a wine tasting paired with great
delicacies on this special brunch experienceA relaxing morning for those who want to
enjoy a wine tasting paired with great delicacies on this special brunch experienceA
relaxing morning for those who want to enjoy a ...

Price: 36,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=111416P118

Light lunch and Chianti wine tasting at Castellina close to Siena & Florence

A special lunch experience for those who really want to discover the tuscan lifestyle
and the great food and wine heritage of the Chianti destination in a winery still off the
most beaten tracks!A special lunch experience for those who really want to discover
the tuscan lifestyle and the great food ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=111416P119
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Chianti & Vernaccia wine tour from Siena

Visit 2 unique wineries close to Siena on this self wine tour.Depart by 9 am from your
hotel. You move towards the north of Siena and after a beautiful road along the local
interstate SR222 you arrive at Montemaggio Winery by 10 am. With this experience
you will have a visit of the vineyards with ...

Price: 150,21 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=111416P21

Hike & Taste experience from Siena

A special hike, a walk that will help you enjoy the city of Siena and reach a winery
very close to the city center!A special hike, a walk that will help you enjoy the city of
Siena and reach a winery very close to the city center!A special hike, a walk that will
help you enjoy the city of Siena and ...

Price: 102,65 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=111416P31

Self wine & cultural tour from Siena

A great combination of 2 exclusive wine experiences and 2 small villages to be
visited on a special full day of discovery in TuscanyFalling in love with Chianti and
Tuscany is the mission of this exclusive wine day tour we present you! From Siena
you start a special tour from 9 am in the morning. ...

Price: 80,35 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=111416P33

Montalcino: Brunello Wine Tasting Experience

Enjoy 1.5 hour wine tasting experience in an elegant medieval Castle in the heart of
Montalcino.Together with an expert sommelier, don't miss the chance to discover
and taste some of the best Tuscan wines in an exclusive location.Enjoy 1.5 hour
wine tasting experience in an elegant medieval Castle ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=116773P63
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Montalcino: Brunello Wine Tasting & Lunch in a Tuscan Castle

Enjoy an exclusive wine tasting combined with a typical Tuscan lunch in a medieval
Castle in the heart of Montalcino.Enjoy an exclusive wine tasting combined with a
typical Tuscan lunch in a medieval Castle in the heart of Montalcino.Enjoy an
exclusive wine tasting combined with a typical Tuscan ...

Price: 55,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=116773P73

Private tour in Siena

History and culture play a very important role in everyday life in Siena. Especially in
the historical center of the city the course of history and the Renaissance are so
visible.Narrow streets and lovely landscape are waiting to be discovered: not the
usual paths, but a journey that leads you ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=116773P76

Via Francigena 1 Day Walking Tour - Sant'antimo

For many people, this is the beginning of a spiritual roads; some souls, looking deep
inside themselves, in a natural and peaceful setting, in the silence of the holy places,
in the sharing with the other pilgrims.Walking along those trails makes people feel
part of a larger family; it creates a ...

Price: 94,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=117566P1

Half Day Walking Tour on the Via Francigena

This is a little detour from the Via Francigena main path. Monte Oliveto is the most
beautitul monastery in the area and you will be able to visit the abbey and then have
a half-day walk in the "Crete Senesi" , the beautiful tuscan hill with impressive
landscape. Our guide will be with you in this ...

Price: 94,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=117566P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Siena Food Tour - TASTE SIENA

The only real food tour of Siena - Our guided Siena Food Tour brings you to 8
distinct enogastromic locales within the historic center of Siena. Our tour will begin
with classic Italian breakfast and includes a hearty lunch, so make sure to bring your
appetite!Stops and tastings include "panforte" ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=117566P3

Maremma natural park e-bike tour

Easy fully guided e-bike tour to discover the beauty of the Maremma natural park in 1
day. With a 30 km circuit, you will enjoy a fun cycling experience by visiting the best
spots in the park. You will see the ruins of an ancient and beautiful abbey, from the
top of a hill overlooking the sea, you ...

Price: 85,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=117663P5

Direct Transfer from Hotel in SIENA to Hotel in ROME

Enjoy a relaxing comfortable journey from Your hotel/accommodation in Siena to
your hotel / accommodation in Rome without the worries of carrying your luggage
throughout your trip, making your way on crowded and often confusing public
transportation, dealing with chaotic train stations, or finding ...

Price: 625,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=118431P32

Siena Tuscany Private DayTour from Rome

Siena is a hilly, with the most beautiful square in Italy (Piazza del Campo), the 2nd
highest tower in Italy (Torre del Mangia), and the most impressive Duomo
(cathedral). The interior of the cathedral is absolutely jaw dropping. It is a city full of
churches, museums, and great views over the ...

Price: 384,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=120696P33
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Siena and San Gimignano Private Day Tour from Rome

Siena, like other Tuscan hill towns, was first time in the time of the Etruscans and
surrounded by the Middle Ages, and was competed with the Florence for regional
supremacy.Today it remains one of Italy's most enchanting medieval towns, with an
exceptional Gothic cathedral and a main square, Il ...

Price: 496,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=120696P41

The Best of Siena

The perfect route to dive into the beautiful medieval atmosphere of the city of Siena
and admire its most beautiful squares and its most famous monuments.We will leave
by visiting the Basilica of San Domenico, and we will continue along the Santa
Caterina district, with entrance to the sanctuary, ...

Price: 186,31 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=120912P10

Medieval Siena: a dive into the past.

A journey to discover the most ancient and evocative corners of the city. The streets,
squares, the most picturesque and well preserved monuments of medieval Siena.A
path that will lead you through the most characteristic points of interest in the city:We
will start from the ancient Porta Camollia, ...

Price: 131,51 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=120912P7

Siena and the Palio. The most famous horse race in the world.

A route that will take you through the most beautiful streets and monuments of Siena,
with particular attention to the Palio, the most famous horse race in the world.We will
start from Piazza del Campo, near the monumental fountain of Fonte Gaia. From
here we will explore the beautiful courtyard of ...

Price: 109,59 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=120912P8
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Wonders of Siena

In the Sienese churches are preserved priceless masterpieces of painting and
sculpture. A journey for art, beauty and history lovers.The tour will start in front of the
church of San Domenico where you will visit the splendid basilica and the chapel that
houses the remains of Santa Caterina da ...

Price: 164,39 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=120912P9

Wine Class - Tuscan Classics

Are you a curious and thirsty traveler looking to uncork some of Tuscany's wine
secrets? Come to the Tuscan Wine School for an informative and fun class to learn
about Tuscany's most important, traditional wines led by an English-speaking local
expert.Discover the history and legends behind ...

Price: 30,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=122116P1

Food & Wine Tour - Savor Siena

Savor Siena offers a chance to not only taste, but to learn about Tuscany's wealth of
foods. See how the local foods tie into local Tuscan culture and history, and enjoy
many delicious bites. Since the class is due to a physical tour, you will need to be
physically fit to walk around a mile.Savor ...

Price: 30,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=122116P2

Siena Magica Private Walking Tour

On this private guided walking tour you will explore a city that has been declared a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. You will see its main and beautiful sites, such as the
Cathedral of Siena, Piazza del Campo, Torre del Mangi, Fonte Gaia, Piazza del
Mercato.The beautiful city of Siena is famous not ...

Price: 107,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=123886P78
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Punta Ala - Fiumucino Rome Airport (FCO) / Private Departure Car Transfer 

Book your Private Departure Transfer from Punta Ala to Fiumucino Rome Airport
(FCO).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 252,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=128285P973

Punta Ala - Fiumucino Rome Airport (FCO) / Private Departure Van Transfer 

Book your Private Departure Transfer from Punta Ala to Fiumucino Rome Airport
(FCO).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 138,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=128285P974

Punta Ala â€“ Rome / Private Car Transfer

Book your private transfer from Punta Ala to Rome.Your driver will be waiting for you
at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with
a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges?
Clean cars & Professional driversBook your private ...

Price: 252,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=128285P982

Punta Ala â€“ Rome / Private Van Transfer

Book your private transfer from Punta Ala to Rome.Your driver will be waiting for you
at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with
a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges?
Clean cars & Professional driversBook your private ...

Price: 138,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=128285P983
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Siena and San Gimignano from FLORENCE, PISA, SIENA, MONTEPULCIANO, LIVORNO, ROME.

With our many years of experience in the area, we offer our customers a tour of
these two towns that they represent, the emblem of true Tuscany.We will be happy to
recommend places to eat well and drink excellent wine.Siena and San Gemignano
speak for themselves, it is not easy to explain them in ...

Price: 679,46 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=128924P6

PolaRoad Siena: Instant Camera Rental

Instant photography will allow you to appreciate the beauty of the city from a unique
and unrepeatable point of view. Each shot will capture your favorite moments in
photos immediately ready to be touched, waved and flipped whenever you want.
Transform your visit to Siena into unique memories to ...

Price: 20,76 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=131620P1

PolaTour Top10 Siena

Our Polaguides will allow you to discover the most hidden places, but no less
fascinating than Siena and instant photography will allow you to appreciate the
beauty of the city from a unique and unrepeatable point of view. Each shot will
capture your favorite moments in photos immediately ready to ...

Price: 34,94 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=131620P2

PolaTour The 17 Fountains of the Contradas of Siena

Our Polaguides will allow you to discover the most hidden places, but no less
fascinating than Siena and its districts and instant photography will allow you to
appreciate the beauties of each district from a unique and unrepeatable point of view.
Each shot will capture your favorite moments in ...

Price: 32,88 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=131620P4
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

PolaTour Palio of Siena

Our Polaguides will allow you to discover the most hidden places, but no less
fascinating and important for Siena and the Palio, besides instant photography will
allow you to appreciate the beauty of the city from a unique and unrepeatable point
of view. Each shot will capture your favorite moments ...

Price: 32,88 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=131620P5

Private Photo Shoot in Siena

Capture your memories of Siena on camera with this private photo shoot in the heart
of the city. Bookable for a group of up to five people, the experience is led by a
professional photographer with knowledge of the best backdrops around the beautiful
city of Siena. After the shoot, you?ll take home ...

Price: 246,58 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=13621P5

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport (FCO) to Castellina in Chianti & vice versa

As a transfer company and tour operator we do our best to guarantee you the best
possible travel experience between the international airport of Fiumicino and the
comune of Castellina in Chianti. With our modern and comfortable vehicles, with our
professional drivers and our operative team that ...

Price: 327,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P195

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport (FCO) to Chiusi and vice versa

Enjoy your private transfer between the international airport of Fiumicino and the
town and comune of Chiusi in our modern and comfortable vehicles accompanied by
our professional drivers. And don't worry about anything because our 24 hour
operative team will always be avaible and will follow your ...

Price: 217,60 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P199
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Transfer: Ciampino Airport (CIA) to Chiusi and vice versa

Enjoy your private transfer between the international airport of Ciampino and the
town and comune of Chiusi in our modern and comfortable vehicles accompanied by
our professional drivers. And don't worry about anything because our 24 hour
operative team will always be avaible and will follow your ...

Price: 201,74 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P200

Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Port to Chiusi and vice versa

Enjoy your private port transfer between the port of Civitavecchia and the town and
comune of Chiusi, in our modern and comfortable vehicles accompanied by our
professional drivers. And don't worry about anything because our 24 hour operative
team will always be avaible and will follow your trip ...

Price: 225,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P201

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport (FCO) to Punta Ala and vice versa

Your private transfer between the international airport of Fiumicino and the town of
Punta Ala with us will be a success. With our confortabel and modern vehicles,
professional drivers and our 24 hour operative team that will follow your transfer till
you reach your destination and that will always ...

Price: 262,94 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P244

Private Transfer: Ciampino Airport (CIA) to Punta Ala and vice versa

Your private transfer between the international airport of Ciampino and the town of
Punta Ala with us will be a success. With our confortabel and modern vehicles,
professional drivers and our 24 hour operative team that will follow your transfer till
you reach your destination and that will always ...

Price: 267,47 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P245
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Port to Punta Ala and vice versa

Your private port transfer between the port of Civitavecchia and the town of Punta
Ala with us will be a success. With our confortabel and modern vehicles, professional
drivers and our 24 hour operative team that will follow your transfer till you reach your
destination and will always be avaible ...

Price: 256,14 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P246

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport (FCO) to Siena and vice versa

With our private transfer, in modern and comfortable sedan or minivan, you can
easily and in total relax reach the city of Siena and the international Airport of
Fiumicino. Our 24 hour a day operative team will follow your transfer till you reach
your destination to guarantee you a successful and ...

Price: 302,92 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P286

Private Transfer: Ciampino Airport (CIA) to Siena and vice versa

With our private transfer, in modern and comfortable sedan or minivan, you can
easily and without any kind of stress reach the city of Siena and the international
Airport of Ciampino. Our 24 hour operative team will follow your transfer to guarantee
a successful and relaxing trip to your requested ...

Price: 289,10 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P287

Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Port to Siena and vice versa

Start or end your cruise trip with us in our modern and comfortable sedan or minivan,
accompanied by our professional drivers to the port of Civitavecchia and to the town
of Siena. To make sure everything meets your expectations our 24 hour operative
team will follow your transfer till you reach ...

Price: 279,88 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P288
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Ù†Ù‚Ù„ Ø®ØµÙˆØµÙŠ : Ù…Ù† Ø§Ù„Ù…ÙŠÙ†Ø§Ø¡ Ù„ØªØ´ÙŠÙˆÙŠØªØ§ ÙˆÙƒÙŠØ§ Ø¥Ù„Ù‰

Ù…Ø¯ÙŠÙ†Ø© ØºØ±ÙˆØ³ÙŠØªÙˆ Ùˆ Ø§Ù„Ø¹ÙƒØ³

?????? ?????? ?? ???? ???????? ???????? ? ??????? ???? ????? ?? ???????
????????? ? ??? ???? ?? ???? ??? ??? ??? ???? ??????? ?????? ?????? ?????
??? ?? ??? ????? ?? ?????? ???? ?????? ? ??? ??????? ?? ???? ????? ??
??????? ? ???? ?? ??? ??????????? ?????? ?? ???? ???????? ???????? ?
??????? ???? ...

Price: 208,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P316

Ù†Ù‚Ù„ Ø®ØµÙˆØµÙŠ : Ù…Ù† Ø§Ù„Ù…ÙŠÙ†Ø§Ø¡ Ù„ØªØ´ÙŠÙˆÙŠØªØ§ ÙˆÙƒÙŠØ§ Ø¥Ù„Ù‰

Ù…Ø¯ÙŠÙ†Ø© Ø³ÙŠÙ†Ø§ Ùˆ Ø§Ù„Ø¹ÙƒØ³

???? ?? ???? ??? ????? ??????? ?? ???? ???????? ???? ?? ????????? ???????
? ???????? ??? ???? ??????? ????????? ??? ??????? ???????????? ? ???
????? ????????? ??? ?? ??? ???? ??? ??????? ???? ???? ??????? ?????? ????
24 ???? ?????? ????? ??? ?? ??? ??? ?????? ???? ?????? ? ??? ???? ?? ??? ??
...

Price: 279,88 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P317

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport (FCO) to Monteriggioni and vice versa

Enjoy a relaxing private airport transfer with us in our modern and comfortable
sedans or minivans, accompanied by our professional drivers, to the international
airport of Fiumicino and to Monteriggioni, a walled town in Tuscany, Italy, known for
its medieval fortifications and watchtowers. To ...

Price: 318,47 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P362

Private Transfer: Ciampino Airport (CIA) to Monteriggioni and vice versa

As a transfer company and tour operator we try our best to make sure our you enjoy
a smooth and trouble-free transfer in our modern and comfortable vehicles and
accompanied by our professional drivers, between the international airport of
Ciampino and Monteriggioni,a walled town in Tuscany, Italy, ...

Price: 302,60 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P363
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Port to Monteriggioni and vice versa

With our private port transfer in modern and comfortable vehicles and professional
drivers, you will reach Monteriggioni, the walled town in Tuscany, Italy, known for its
medieval fortifications and watchtowers and the port of Civitavecchia without any
kind of trouble. Our 24 hour operative team ...

Price: 294,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P364

Ù†Ù‚Ù„ Ø®ØµÙˆØµÙŠ : Ù…Ù† Ø§Ù„Ù…ÙŠÙ†Ø§Ø¡ Ù„ØªØ´ÙŠÙˆÙŠØªØ§ÙˆÙƒÙŠØ§ Ø¥Ù„Ù‰

Ù…Ø¯ÙŠÙ†Ø© ÙƒÙŠÙˆØ³ÙŠ Ùˆ Ø§Ù„Ø¹ÙƒØ³
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??????? ...

Price: 225,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P366

Ù†Ù‚Ù„ Ø®ØµÙˆØµÙŠ : Ù…Ù† Ø§Ù„Ù…ÙŠÙ†Ø§Ø¡ Ù„ØªØ´ÙŠÙˆÙŠØªØ§ÙˆÙƒÙŠØ§ Ø¥Ù„Ù‰
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????????? ?????????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ? ??????? ????????????
??? ?? ????????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??? ???? 24 ???? ?????? ???? ??? ??
??? ??? ...

Price: 294,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P392
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Price: 256,14 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P429
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport (FCO) to Castelnuovo Berardenga & vice versa

With our private transfer, in modern and comfortable sedan or minivan and with our
professional drivers, you can reach easily and in total relax, without any kind of
stress Castelnuovo Berardenga, a comune in the province of Siena in the Italian
region Tuscany and the international airport of ...

Price: 281,07 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P521

Private Transfer: Ciampino Airport (CIA) to Castelnuovo Berardenga & vice versa

With our private transfer, in modern and comfortable vehicles and accompanied by
our professional drivers, you can easily and without any kind of stress reach
Castelnuovo Berardenga, a comune in the province of Siena in the Italian region
Tuscany and the international airport of Ciampino. To make ...

Price: 266,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P522

Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Port to Castelnuovo Berardenga and vice versa

Start or end your cruise trip traveling with our modern and comfortable vehicles
accompanied by our professional drivers and with all the comfort and assistance
necessary from our 24 hour operative team to enjoy a stress free and relaxing
transfer. Without any kind of stress, you will reach the ...

Price: 276,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P523

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport to Castiglione della Pescaia and vice versa

Enjoy a relaxing private transfer with us between the airport of Fiumicino and
Castiglione della Pescaia, a coastal town in Tuscany, Italy, in our modern and
comfortable sedans or minivans, accompanied by our professional drivers. To make
sure that you don't have to wait for the diver our 24 hour ...

Price: 239,14 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P532
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Transfer: Ciampino Airport to Castiglione della Pescaia and vice versa

Our 24 hour operative team and our professional drivers will guarantee you an easy
and comfortable private transfer to Castiglione della Pescaia, a coastal town in
Tuscany, Italy. or to the international airport of Ciampino.Your trip will be followed by
us till you reach your destination to make ...

Price: 243,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P533

Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Port to Castiglione della Pescaia and vice versa

Enjoy a relaxing private transfer with us between the international airport of Ciampino
and Castiglione della Pescaia, a coastal town in Tuscany, Italy, in our modern and
comfortable sedans or minivans, accompanied by our professional drivers. To make
sure that the diver will pick you up on time ...

Price: 226,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P534

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport (FCO) to Grosseto and vice versa

Enjoy a smooth and relaxing transfer to/from Grosseto, in our modern and
comfortable vehicles and professional drivers.For the airport transfers we will track
your flight in order for the driver to pick you up on time. Our 24 hour operative team
will follow your journey till you meet your ...

Price: 215,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P76

Private Transfer: Ciampino Airport (CIA) to Grosseto and vice versa

With our private transfer, in modern and comfortable vehicles and professional
drivers, you can easily reach without any kind of stress the city and comune of
Grosseto, and the international Airport of Ciampino. Our 24 hour operative team will
follow your transfer till you reach your desired ...

Price: 219,87 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P79
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Port to Grosseto and vice versa

Enjoy your transfer in our modern and comfortable vehicles and with our professional
drivers.You won't have to worry about anything because our 24 hour operative team
will follow your trip till you meet your desired destination to guarantee you a
trouble-free and successful transfer.Enjoy your ...

Price: 208,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=143848P80

Shuttle Service from Siena to Florence - Ultimate Shuttle

Ultimate Shuttle Service from Siena to FlorenceDirect transfer service from Siena
(Station or city center) to Florence (Station, Airport or city center)Ultimate Shuttle
Service from Siena to FlorenceDirect transfer service from Siena (Station or city
center) to Florence (Station, Airport or city ...

Price: 292,69 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=147154P31

Photo tour and Shoot in Siena Price for Group

We will meet in the famous church of San Domenico in Siena. We will explore the
city, taking pictures of the view of Siena, in a special place slightly upwards. We will
enter the small alleys of the city, where Giada the photographer will take you, in the
most hidden and suggestive places. We will ...

Price: 273,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=147517P1

Photo Tour and Shoot i Val d'Orcia Tuscany Price for Group 

Ci incontreremo la mattina vicino a Siena.Esploreremo la campagna toscana,
fotografando il panorama di Siena e le famose colline e cipressi. Andremo avanti in
campagna, dove Giada ti accompagnerà il fotografo, nei luoghi più nascosti e
suggestivi. Passeremo per la Val D'Orcia e le Crete Senesi.Se ...

Price: 624,66 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=147517P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Photo Tour and Shoot in Vineyards, San Gimignano and Country. Price for Group.

We will meet in the morning near Siena.We will explore the Tuscan countryside,
photographing the panorama of Siena and the famous hills and cypresses. We will
go ahead in the countryside, where Giada will accompany the photographer, in the
most hidden and suggestive places. We will pass through San ...

Price: 624,66 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=147517P3

Photo Shoot in Vinery and Tuscany Countryside in Sunset Price for Group

We will meet in the afternoon near Siena.We will explore the Tuscan countryside,
photographing the panorama of Siena and the famous hills and cypresses. We will
go ahead in the countryside, where Giada will accompany the photographer, in the
most hidden and suggestive places. We will pass through ...

Price: 438,36 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=147517P4

Walking tour in Diaccia Botrona

Discover the secrets of the most authentic Tuscan Maremma, guided by expert
Maremmagica personnel, immersed in the uncontaminated nature of the Diaccia
Botrona Regional Nature Reserve, the last strip of the ancient Marsh of Castiglione
della Pescaia, the "Lago Prile" of the Roman era.Discover the ...

Price: 143,59 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=147604P1

Guided tour of Castiglione della Pescaia

Castiglione della Pescaia is a fortified village overlooking the sea, a balcony
overlooking the Tyrrhenian Sea. From here you can enjoy a panorama of rare
beauty, among the most "rich and sweet in the Maremma".The view ranges from the
Uccellina mountains to the heights of Punta Ala, from the coast ...

Price: 143,59 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=147604P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Birdwatching and Photo Tour in Diaccia Botrona

Unique opportunity to discover the secrets of the Diaccia Botrona Regional Nature
Reserve, with birdwatching activities in the heart of the Reserve, immersed in the
flashes of fish, bird songs and beautiful colors, in the unspoiled nature of the last
edge of the most authentic Tuscan Maremma.Unique ...

Price: 205,13 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=147604P3

Photography course in Siena

If you want to bring the special memories of your trip, see the city from a different
point of view, feel its character and take it home - write to me.Plus I will give you all
the info you need to improve your skills in urban and landscape photography.If you
want to bring the special memories of ...

Price: 32,57 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=147931P1

Romantic Siena

Just take selfies or ask people on the street to take a picture of you! With me you will
bring home a photo story of your love to the heart of SienaJust take selfies or ask
people on the street to take a picture of you! With me you will bring home a photo
story of your love to the heart of ...

Price: 162,83 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=147931P2

Walking In Nature

in the tranquility of the Sienese countryside among hares, with breathtaking views of
Siena, the Castello delle Quattro Torrain the tranquility of the Sienese countryside
among hares, with breathtaking views of Siena, the Castello delle Quattro Torrain the
tranquility of the Sienese countryside ...

Price: 48,85 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=151814P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Walking Tour in Siena with an Expert Guide

Prepare yourself for a journey through the well-preserved historic center of Siena, a
UNESCO World Heritage site. On this two-hour private tour with an expert guide,
soak up the delightful atmosphere of this famed medieval Tuscan city as your guide
reveals the most important landmarks and share ...

Price: 239,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=15693P174

Intensive Italian Language Course in Siena

Do you want to learn the Italian language in a stimulating way and at the same time
visit one of the most beautiful cities in Italy? You have found the right one for you. In
Siena, in the center of wonderful Tuscany.The best way to learn Italian is to immerse
yourself completely in the language and ...

Price: 322,94 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=156984P1

Learn & Go! Siena tour with an Italian language teacher as a guide!

This tour is focused on the city but also on the language! Your guide, in fact, will be
an Italian language teacher for foreigners who, in addition to taking you to the most
beautiful places in Siena in a real art history tour, can also help you become familiar
with Italian, musicality, idioms, ...

Price: 203,77 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=156984P3

Discovery Wine Experience

45-minute immersion into our rich history along with current vineyard and
winemaking operations.Tasting of three wines, featuring one of our award-winning
Supertuscans.Shipping in one week all over USA and Europe.45-minute immersion
into our rich history along with current vineyard and winemaking ...

Price: 16,29 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=159133P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Monte Chiaro and Supertuscan Experience

Our most popular tour, focused into Chianti and Supertuscans history. Why
"Supertuscan"? The real story.The flight includes four wines, normally our white, one
Chianti and two Supertuscans.1.30 hour immersion into our rich history along with
current vineyard and winemaking operations.Shipping in ...

Price: 27,14 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=159133P2

Private Family Experience VIP

Exclusive visit to the private 18th century Villa (1760).Griccioli family history and
heritage.A flight of five wines, featuring our award winning Supertuscans and EVO
Oil.Shipping in one week all over USA and Europe.Exclusive visit to the private 18th
century Villa (1760).Griccioli family history ...

Price: 54,28 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=159133P3

Monteriggioni Castle WINE EXPERIENCE

Short presentation on Monteriggioni?s Castle and the Griccioli Family.Tasting of four
wines, featuring one of our award winning Supertuscan.30-minute immersion into our
rich history along with current vineyard and winemaking operations.Shipping in one
week all over USA and Europe.Short presentation ...

Price: 15,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=159133P4

Monteriggioni Castle WINE EDUCATION & GOURMET EXPERIENCE 

Customized Tasting School: tasting methods, Chianti wine culture and terroir
concept, the origin of Supertuscans, focus on Sangiovese and native grapes.Tasting
of all our organic wines, featuring one of our award winning Supertuscan and rare
native grapesProfessional tasting methods : Wine and ...

Price: 30,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=159133P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Monteriggioni CHIANTI DISCOVERY TASTING

Short presentation on Monteriggioni?s Castle and the Griccioli Family.Tasting of two
wines: Chianti & SupertuscanTasting of the organic Extravirgin Olive OilTasting of
dessert wine (Vinsanto)20-minute immersion into our rich history along with current
vineyard and winemaking operations.Best ...

Price: 10,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=159133P6

Private Transfer from Accommodation in SIENA to Accommodation in ROME

Enjoy a relaxing comfortable journey from Your accommodation in Siena to your
accommodation in Rome without the worries of carrying your luggage throughout
your trip, making your way on crowded and often confusing public transportation,
dealing with chaotic train stations, or finding your way to ...

Price: 576,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=160931P39

Tuscan Cooking Class in Central Siena

Tuscan Cooking Class. Cooking Class of traditional Tuscan meal from starter to
dessert including a fresh home-made pasta at the end of the lesson dinner with all
prepared accompanied with Chianti Wine.The maximum number of customers per
lesson 15 people.The school has applied all the legal ...

Price: 101,77 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=16193P1

Essential Fertuna 

We will lead you through a beautiful wine experience, putting you in the centre of our
world. We will walk through the estate and go into the winery where you will learn he
process of wine making. Return to the Enoteca, we will taste three wines
accompanied with taralli (a saled type of snack). In ...

Price: 20,52 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=162021P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Around Fertuna

We will lead you through a beautiful wine experience, putting you in the centre of our
world. We will walk through the estate and go into the winery where you will learn he
process of wine making. Return to the Enoteca, we will taste all our current labels
paired with some taralli of our own ...

Price: 35,90 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=162021P2

Fertuna On The Terrace

Jeep excursion from the Winery to the Panoramic terrace where you will enjoy a
picnic basket with wine, bread with olive oil, salami or parma ham panini, cheese and
taralli buiscuits. All accompanied by a fantastic view over the vienyards of Tenuta
Fertuna Tenuta Fertuna rises among its ...

Price: 40,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=162021P5

Let's discover Siena! 

That's a short but exhaustive tour that touches the most important places of the
beautiful city center of Siena. That's a short but exhaustive tour that touches the
most important places of the beautiful city center of Siena. That's a short but
exhaustive tour that touches the most important places ...

Price: 35,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=169096P2

Dinner in the Tuscan Countryside at Villa Patrizia

Live authentic Italian moments in the Tuscan countryside. Patrizia opens the doors of
her beautiful villa located at a stone's throw from Siena to share with you a typical
Tuscan 'aperitivo' by the pool. Enjoy the relaxed atmosphere with your friends and
family and taste local delicacies and fine ...

Price: 64,05 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17024P210
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Hidden Corners of Siena Private Walking Tour

Enjoy a private 2-hour tour through the off-the-beaten-path side of Siena to explore
secret gardens, back streets, and beautiful panoramas.Enjoy a private 2-hour tour
through the off-the-beaten-path side of Siena to explore secret gardens, back streets,
and beautiful panoramas.Enjoy a private ...

Price: 179,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17024P24

Monteriggioni: Tuscan Traditional Cooking Class with a Local

Live an authentic culinary experience in the Siena countryside. Become an Italian
chef for one day and get hands-on help preparing your own traditional meal from a
local chef. Enjoy the dinner with your friends and family.Live an authentic culinary
experience in the Siena countryside. Become an ...

Price: 159,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17024P704

Radda in Chianti: Wine Tasting Tour with lunch at the Castle

Visit the famous Monterinaldi Castle, tour the cellar with a sommelier and enjoy a fine
tasting with a full Tuscan lunch in the heart of the Chianti region.Visit the famous
Monterinaldi Castle, tour the cellar with a sommelier and enjoy a fine tasting with a
full Tuscan lunch in the heart of the ...

Price: 59,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17024P706

Montalcino Castle and Vineyards tour with tasting

Visit a famous estate in the Brunello region and discover how a wine is born,
scenting aromas and flavors which vary each different day. This amazing winery in
Montalcino opens its doors for curious travelers. Discover 600 years of history
through the Castle with its courtyards surrounded by a ...

Price: 27,48 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17024P795
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Gourmet aperitif at the Salumeria in Siena 

Visit and taste local delicacies at one of the most ancient salumeria and delicatessen
in Siena. Meet the owners and learn the stories and curiosities of Tuscan gourmet
food and wine. Visit and taste local delicacies at one of the most ancient salumeria
and delicatessen in Siena. Meet the owners ...

Price: 25,45 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17024P809

Siena Food tour

Enjoy a stroll through Siena with Silvia, a native of this spectacular medieval city
nestled in the heart of Tuscany. Join her as she leads you through her hometown on
a journey that will combine culture and gastronomy, awaken your taste buds and
satisfy your cravings.This walking and tasting tour ...

Price: 102,40 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17024P813

Sundowner Cruise along Argentario coast

2 hrs Sunset Cruise along the Argentario Coast.2 hrs Sunset Cruise along the
Argentario Coast.2 hrs Sunset Cruise along the Argentario Coast.A romantic way to
live Argentario's sea! A stunning sunset landscape, facing Giglio Island, sailing along
the coast, sipping a drink with delicious appetizers ...

Price: 410,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17030P3

Siena & San Gimignano

This tour is a chance to see the heart of Tuscany.We arrive in San Gimignano
famous for the old towers. Walking in the mainstreet we will go up to the central
square where we can see the ancientPiazza della Cisterna and the Cathedral
square.After we will drive to Siena. The town was built on five ...

Price: 257,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=172117P4
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

The best of Siena - Private Walking Tour

Enjoy a private walking tour around Siena, a smart medieval city center that has
been declared by UNESCO a World Heritage Site.Enjoy a private walking tour
around Siena, a smart medieval city center that has been declared by UNESCO a
World Heritage Site.Enjoy a private walking tour around Siena, ...

Price: 164,39 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17477P1

Siena and San Gimignano Private Shore Excursion for Cruisers

This private shore excursion has been designed for those who have already visited
the famous cities of Florence and Pisa, and are interested in exploring other beautiful
areas of Tuscany rich in charm, history, and culture.Siena?s history extends as far
back as Ancient Rome as a Roman colony. For ...

Price: 821,92 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=175082P29

Guided tours with tasting

The Belguardo Enoteca is located in a typical Maremma country house, from which
you can enjoy an exceptional view of the various company vineyards and a
breathtaking landscape: a corner of Belguardo. Here you can taste all the company's
products in complete relaxation and in contact with a unique ...

Price: 10,26 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=178646P1

Private Tour: Siena Walking Tour

Siena, 'the pearl of the Gothic style,' is a charming medieval town in the center of
Tuscany. Come and discover the hidden treasures of this medieval town and the
surroundings with a professional tour guide.Siena, 'the pearl of the Gothic style,' is a
charming medieval town in the center of ...

Price: 115,07 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17980P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Kid tour in Siena

Guided tour of Siena for groups including children, that also adults can enjoy. Your
professional guide will guide you through the city of Siena and explain to you in a fun
and involving way its history, legends and traditions.Guided tour of Siena for groups
including children, that also adults can ...

Price: 126,03 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17980P10

Siena Running Tour

Siena Running Tour is a new way of visiting the city by exploiting the potential of
running and combining fitness and culture. Visitors will have the opportunity to cover
a geographical space wider than what you can usually see with a classic visit on foot
and enjoy unaspected views. The starting ...

Price: 164,39 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17980P11

Siena photo tour

Siena photo tour is a new way of seeing Siena through the eyes of a local who will
guide you through the city showing you its hidden treasures, panoramas, medieval
towers, churches and palaces, alleys that otherwise alone you would never find and
green valleys within the city walls. During the ...

Price: 115,07 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17980P12

Siena Food Tour

Siena is a pearl of the Middle Ages, a city famous for the tradition of the Palio horse
race, a competition involving the city neighborhoods and exciting the hearts of the
citizens twice a year. Furthermore, Siena has a cookery tradition worth discovering.
Simple, tasty and flavorful, is based on ...

Price: 75,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17980P13
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Siena Cathedral: Private Tour

The Cathedral of Siena is an overwhelming monument that houses works of art from
the Middle Ages to the contemporary period.Inside the church you can admire works
by Donatello, Michelangelo, Bernini and discover their history with a professional
guide and art historian.The Cathedral of Siena is an ...

Price: 96,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=17980P3

Classic Wine Tour

For over six hundred years the Mazzei family has been producing unique wines with
spirit and passion, which are renewed from generation to generation.Through this
tour at the Cantina di Fonterutoli it will be possible to live the philosophy of this
historic family, which aims to enhance the ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=181780P1

Private Vip Tour

The VIP Tour is dedicated to all wine lovers who prefer a private guide to visit our
estate. You can customize the experience in Fonterutoli according to your interest,
choose the arrival time, duration and wines to taste. The tour includes an introduction
to the history of the Mazzei family, wine ...

Price: 50,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=181780P2

Wine & Food Experience

Exclusive tour for those looking for a unique and emotional experience: the customer
is guided by our sommeliers on a journey to discover the food and wine of the area
through a private visit of the company, the tasting of Mazzei wines and which ends
with a lunch at our Osteria di ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=181780P4
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Siena: Guided tour of Siena INCLUDED Duomo

Wonderful Tour of Classic Siena every Saturday and Sunday guaranteed departure
at 11.00 am from Piazza Duomo.Expert local guide will introduce you, in an
interesting and pleasant way, to the history of Siena, the Duomo, Piazza del Campo
and other monuments of the city. We will talk about the Palio, ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=183526P1

Transfer with stops: Siena-Florence with stops in San Gimignano & Monteriggioni

Transfer along the rolling Chianti hills !During your transfer between Siena and
Florence, spend a half day on the Chianti roads, along the old "Francigena Ways",
which was traveled by Charlemagne and by pilgrims to Rome and from the ancient
Crusaders soldiers to Jerusalem. A fantastic experience ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185046P101

Transfer with stops: Siena - Assisi with stop in Montepulciano and Cortona

Don?t mIss the chance to visit Montepulciano and Cortona during your transfer from
Siena to Assisi with ours expert local driver-guide. Explore the secret Tuscany, Visit
the Medieval cities of Montepulciano and Cortona.A full daytrip inside the iconic
landscape of the rolling hills, avenues of ...

Price: 310,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185046P107

Savour Exquisite Wines, Brunello of Montalcino & Nobile Wine Tour (3 Wineries)

Explore the secret Tuscany, Visit the Medieval cities of Montepulciano, Pienza and
Montalcino tasting the best wines. A full daytrip inside the iconic landscape of the
rolling hills, avenues of cypress trees and medieval hilltop towns.* 9.00 am We will
pick you up at your location (hotel or flat). ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185046P41
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Ramble Through The Rolling Hills Of Chianti + Lunch & 2 Wine Tasting

A full Daytrip inside the landscape of the Chianti rolling hills, avenues of cypress
trees, medieval hilltop towns and tasting the best wines of our Region. 1) Meet your
Driver at your hotel or another chosen location, (B&B or private flat)2) Drive through
the sweet Siena hills, amidst olive ...

Price: 160,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185046P42

Private Tour of Pisa & Chianti Wine Tour with Lunch in Winery (8 Hrs)

Explore the Tuscany country secrets and visit the famous Leaning Tower of Pisa.A
full daytrip inside the Chianti Area, that takes in the iconic landscape of a rolling hills,
avenues of cypress trees and medieval hilltop towns. Ramble through the vineyards
of Chianti, along ancient pilgrimage ...

Price: 250,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185046P45

Art & Wine Tour - Daytrip in Cortona and Montepulciano Wineries

The beautiful and untouched landscape is the absolute protagonist in Valdorcia.This
area of Tuscany boasts of endless rolling hills covered with grain or sunflowers, a
rich green valley which encompasses the Orcia river. Explore the South of Tuscany
and visit the Medieval town of Cortona.Cortona is ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185046P48

Ramble Through The Rolling Hills Of Chianti (6 Hrs) + Lunch & Wine Tasting

A full daytrip inside the iconic landscape of the rolling hills, avenues of cypress trees
and medieval hilltop towns.1) Meet your Driver- escort at your hotel or another
chosen location, (B&B or private flat). 2) Afterwards, drive through the sweet Chianti
hills, amidst olive groves, cypress trees ...

Price: 140,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185046P50
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Full-Day Volterra San Gimignano Private Tour with Wine Tasting

A wonderful Experience between art, wine and local food to discover vineyards,
towers and wonderful farms:- 9.00am Meet your professional driver at your hotel or
another chosen location, (B&B or private flat) and discover the Chianti countryside. -
10.30am Stop at Volterra, for sure one the most ...

Price: 180,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185046P71

Siena Private tour with licensed Tour Guide 

Let's discover Siena with a fascinating historical tour. Not only the most famous
buildings like the church of San Domenico, the Salimbeni palace, the Chigi Saracini
palace, the town Hall or the ancient and elegant Banchi di Sopra street. A walking
tour to discover the history of this rich medieval ...

Price: 140,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185691P2

Siena secret private guided tour

Discover with me the lesser known and most fascinating Siena. In addition to the
magnificent cathedral, the famous Piazza del Campo, the most famous buildings, in
addition to the central street crowded with tourists, there is the truest and most
beautiful Siena, my favorite. Hidden squares, ...

Price: 140,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185691P5

Siena private guided tour for families

Fascinating walk to discover Siena, the most famous monuments and the least
known and most precious places. We will walk through alleys and medieval streets,
we will talk about Palio and Contrade, noble palaces, famous painters, Francigena
and illustrious characters. Towers, medieval houses, ...

Price: 125,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=185691P8
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Brunello di Montalcino Wine Tasting with Tuscan appetizer in ancient residence

A special experience in a unique place: a "vertical? wine of "Le Chiuse" winery of
Montalcino, our family's winery. You will taste the youngest wine "Arpaia" which is
not yet suitable for aging, the "Rosso di Montalcino" which has a short aging and the
"Brunello di Montalcino" with an aging of at ...

Price: 38,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=194298P1

The best of Siena Walking Tour

Together with the professional guide, you will visit the most charming places in the
city. What is so special about ,,Monte dei Paschi di Siena? bank? . You will have a
chance to explore the city, while hearing fascinating facts and legends.What is the
legend of Via Via della Diana road? You will ...

Price: 399,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=196752P19

Romantic tour in Siena

An exclusive tour for all the romantics of the world! Together with the professional
local guide, you will visit the most romantic places in the city. One of the romantic
places is All'Orto de' Pecci park. You will feel spellbound in a charming atmosphere.
What is considered as one of the best ...

Price: 399,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=196752P22

 Magic Christmas tour in Siena

The exclusive tour only in the Christmas period! This special times brings magic in
Siena. Together with the professional local guide, you will visit the most beautifully
decorated places in Siena. You will feel spellbound with the charming atmosphere,
which you can feel only this time of the year! ...

Price: 599,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=201139P41
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

The Maremma

Maremma is considered the new Eldorado for its powerful and elegant wines, wild
and shining landscapes. The typical local cuisine is Mediterranean.The people of
Maremma are the most outspoken in Italy.History will take us back in time to the
Etruscans.Maremma is considered the new Eldorado for its ...

Price: 380,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=201208P2

Tarot Garden and Maremma Park

Intact, unspoiled nature in the Maremma Park with a carriage ride of about an hour
or, depending on the availability of the Park Guides or bookings within the park
system, we could change with Easy Nature Walk with narratives of legends, pirate
stories, kidnapped girls and sea monsters. The ...

Price: 370,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=201208P5

Saturnia and Picnic at sunset in the middle of the vineyards

This is the tour of the oldest Etruscan and Roman Maremma but remained intact
over time.The thermal and healing spring attracts users from all over the world.Here
you can breathe authenticity, history and rurality.Breathtaking views. Spectacular
wines.The villages we will visit preserve the ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=201208P6

Saturnia and CittÃ  del Tufo in E Bike

This is the most ancient but still intact tour of the Etruscan and Roman
Maremma.The thermal and healing spring attracts users from all over the world.Here
you can breathe authenticity, history and rurality.Breathtaking views. Spectacular
wines.The villages we will visit preserve the ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=201208P7
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Siena, San Gimignano and La Via Francigena

You go back in time enjoying the Tuscan countryside.Let's get to know Siena with
the first hospital in the world. We walk the ancient via Francigena letting ourselves be
carried by the E bike. We will certainly take breaks for the photos as Monteriggioni
and San Gimignano itself will rise before ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=201208P8

Siena Street Food Tour with a Local Guide

Our 2,5 hours walking tour will allow you to know the history and peculiar culture of
this amazing medieval Tuscan town while enjoying the most traditional food: cured
meat (ham, finocchiona, salamis), tomatoes bread soup, fresh hand made pasta, and
last but not least a delicious artisan ...

Price: 42,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=20455P256

Private Siena walking tour

Enjoy a visit in the city considered the jewel of the Middle-Ages and discover its
millenary traditions. You will learn about the world's oldest bank, the pilgrim path, you
will wonder in front of the beauty of the fan-shaped Campo square and delight your
eyes with the fabled Romanesque-Gothic ...

Price: 109,59 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=205046P9

"Language & Cooking" course

Our hands-on Italian cooking school begin with the study of ingredients followed by a
brief description of the recipes and a detailed step by step process explanation of the
four/five course meal you are about to create. In other words, you will learn the Italian
art of cooking! With a variety of ...

Price: 477,62 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=205273P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Siena: Hands-on Cooking Class with Grandma at the Farm

If you're spending your holidays in Siena, Tuscany and its region, or even just
passing through, do not miss the Cooking Class with Granma at the Farm, just 10 km
out of Siena.It will be an authentic traditional cookery class where you will enjoy a
pleasant stay and the warm hospitality in an ...

Price: 141,12 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=206098P6

Private horseback ride on the beach in Marina di Grosseto

Private walk that is born to give a unique experience to people who want to do new
adventures.Route: excursion in the centuries-old Tombolo pinewood, Canale San
Leopoldo, back-dune area, dunes and beach: about 9/10 kmThe walk can be done
for beginners and expertsIt is accompanied by an ...

Price: 108,55 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=207611P1

Classic Walking Tour of Siena

Together we will embark on a journey going back in time to discover the fascinating
history of one of the greatest Medieval cities in Italy.We will follow the routes walked
by ancient pilgrims, admire architectural jewels, such as the wonderful Duomo and
the stunning shell-shaped Campo Square, we ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=208802P2

The mysteries of San Galgano and the sword in the stone

The legendary sword in the rock exists and is found in Tuscany! Discover in this
itinerary the ruins of the abbey of San Galgano, one of the most suggestive places in
Tuscany, and the mystery that surrounds the sword. Afterwards, enjoy a lunch based
on typical local products in a restaurant nestled ...

Price: 106,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=21235P8
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Supereto Wine Experiece Private Tour from Siena

* An UNIQUE off-the-beaten-path tour. Amazing locations, stunning masterpieces of
architecture designed by Renzo Piano and Mario Botta....* A family-run boutique
winery experience* Private, Exclusive, Customizable, door-to-door tour of Massa
Marittima,San Galgano and Suvereto Supertuscans wine area ...

Price: 273,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=21405P10

Firenze Uffizi Museum Ponte Vecchio Ferragamo and Leather Shop PRIVATE TOUR from Siena

* Private, Exclusive, Customizable, door-to-door PRIVATE TOUR of Florence* Self
guided tour of the town* 8 hours in a luxury Mercedes sedan/minivan with air
conditioning and knowledgeable English speaking driver* Free Wi-Fi on board*
Refreshments on board* Gas - Tolls - VAT* Private, Exclusive, ...

Price: 205,48 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=21405P12

Assisi, Deruta & organic gourmet lunch at the olive oil farmhouse from SIENA

- Go on an artistic, spiritual quest to Assisi and discover the divinity in the air and in
Giotto's brushstrokes, which depict the life of Saint Francis in Assisi's Basilica.-
Experience the exceptional, the sublime, the mesmerising, all at one time in one
place.- Take your lunch in an intimate, ...

Price: 219,18 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=21405P19

Suvereto Wine Experience Private Tour from Grosseto

* An UNIQUE off-the-beaten-path tour. Amazing locations, stunning masterpieces of
architecture designed by Renzo Piano and Mario Botta....* A family-run boutique
winery experience* Private, Exclusive, Customizable, door-to-door tour of Massa
Marittima,San Galgano and Suvereto Supertuscans wine area ...

Price: 270,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=21405P26
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

San Gimignano and Chianti Classico Wine and Food PRIVATE TOUR from Siena

* Customizable, door-to-door tour of San Gimignano and Chianti Classico, wine and
food Tour from Siena* Private and exclusive service* 8 hours in a luxury Mercedes
sedan/minivan with air conditioning and knowledgeable English speaking driver*
Free Wi-Fi on board* Refreshments on board* Local ...

Price: 226,03 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=21405P4

Pienza, Val d'Orcia, Montalcino wine and Pecorino cheese PRIVATE TOUR from SIENA

* Only small, authentic, family-run activities* Off-the-beaten path itineraries* Private,
exclusive, customizable, flexible, door-to-door tour of Southern Tuscany, Pienza, Val
d'Orcia, Montalcino* Local, small wineries for private visit and wine tastings * 8 hours
* Very knowledgeable English ...

Price: 226,03 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=21405P8

Visit to the Bufale and Dairy farm with cheese tasting

Visiting our farm means exploring a historical reality of the Tuscan Maremma, a
traditional family farm - which today has been able to transform itself into a 4.0
company based on the concept of circular economy. A journey between tradition and
innovation.The route of the guided tour shows the ...

Price: 65,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=219168P1

Pic Nic in the vineyard of PODERE CASANOVA

The tour begins with a visit to the winery, fermentation, aging and barrels cellar and
then we will accompany you on a guided tour through our vine rows, to discover the
place where our wines originate, after which you can spend the tasting in complete
privacy. You will be given a delicious basket ...

Price: 79,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=224239P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Romantic Vespa Tour and Wine Tasting

Following our experienced English-speaking guide, you will live ?la Dolce Vita?
driving an authentic Vespa 125cc. We propose you two itineraries to choose:a) We
will take you to a small medieval village situated in the heart of the area, driving
along the enchant of Orcia Valley (Val d?Orcia) which ...

Price: 189,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=224239P2

Enjoy a Wine Tasting after a cycling excursion in the magic of Tuscany 

All the seasons are suitable to bike ride; nature amazes with its colors and perfumes;
you can take country roads and visit nearby villages such full of charm and history.
All the proposed routes wind along paths, white roads, or in any case itineraries that
are not very popular even in summer; the ...

Price: 119,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=224239P3

Between sacred and profane, visit a natural reserve and a winery with tasting.

You can choose among:TOUR IN ELECTRIC BOAT ON THE LAKEAn electric boat
powered by photovoltaic panels for guided tours of the water is docked in the small
pier of the lake.BIRDWATCHINGWe will reach on foot the sighting tower 500 mt
(round trip 1 Km) going up by a comfortable lift to the sighting ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=224239P4

Wine Tasting with Lunch visiting a unique 16th century ironworks in Tuscany

The Tour combines the visit of an ancient Ironworks with an oengastronomy
experience in a Tuscan Winery. The Ironworks still retains the loading tank on the
back, the three water wheels, with the respective feeding ducts, the wind machine (a
long metal column, into which the water was conveyed, ...

Price: 189,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=224239P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Horseback tour and Wine Tasting with â€œCASANOVAâ€•

The guided ride will take you on a relaxing and unforgettable stroll on horseback
through the luscious green landscape typical of the Tuscan countryside. At the end of
the ride, the scents and colors of our vineyards will await you. We will let you know
the secrets of winemaking, starting from the ...

Price: 159,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=224239P6

Discovering PODERE CASANOVA Winery, walking and Wine Tasting with Lunch

A guided wine trekking through the hills and vineyards surrounding the winery of our
farm. A unique landscape, chiseled over the centuries by the encounter between
nature's work and human intervention. The return will be even more pleasant, you
will be welcomed in our cellar to learn all the steps ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=224239P7

Cooking class "CASANOVA" style and WINE Tasting

At Podere Casanova you will find a special cooking course; you will learn about
culinary mysteries and the correct food-wine pairing. We will begin with a visit to the
vineyards and the cellar, to understand the art of winemaking, and then dedicate
ourselves to cooking classes. The lesson is ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=224239P8

Entrance ticket for the Chianti Sculpture Park

The Chianti Sculpture Park, a permanent exhibition of contemporary installations and
sculptures, was born in 2004 from an initiative of the Giadrossi spouses, both
passionate about art.The main characteristic of the Park is the integration between
art and nature. Each artist visited the forest and ...

Price: 10,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=230336P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

First Time Siena Medieval Tuscany Private Half Day Tour

This is the perfect half day walking tour for first time travelers to Siena who would like
to get a great introduction to this Medieval town with a fun and friendly Tuscan local! I
am a professional tour guide with twenty years of experience showing travelers the
beauty of Tuscany and introducing ...

Price: 256,85 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=232745P2

Private Van: Chianti Wine experience day trip from Siena

? During the 8-hour guided tour you'll have the opportunity to visit some of the most
famous vineyards, see their wine cellars and taste excellent wines.   ? Visit small
villages such as Greve, Castellina and Radda in Chianti and ancient castles, hidden
among green hills and surrounded by vineyards ...

Price: 490,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=23322P51

Brunello / Montalcino-Tour in Ferrari

Driving the Ferrari California Turbo Cabriolet in Tuscany, in the heart of Val D'Orcia
Valley "Unescu Heritage of theWorld" is pure magic .. Your Tour director an expert of
Ferrari, will drive you among Bagno Vignoni, a little hidden gem in Val D'Orcia Valley,
not commercial place! .. where ancient ...

Price: 1.800,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=239718P4

Tasting and lunch in a farm and pasta factory

It starts from the visit of the vineyards with explanations on the vines and their
different vinifications, a hint to the company history, two steps in the vegetable
garden and an interesting path: you can also see a medieval source and some
shelters used in the Second World War, but from the ...

Price: 50,89 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=241187P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Best of Siena Guided Walking Tour 

Be seduced by the charm of this unique city! Your professional local guide will take
you along the medieval streets, admiring the monuments, the imposing buildings and
the hidden narrow streets, you will relive the medieval mood of the past. The
exclusive admission in the heart of a Palio?s ...

Price: 17,10 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=2428P171

Wine tour and Tasting

At La Torre alle Tolfe we are proud of our wines and our cellars and we regularly
welcome guests from around the world to tours and tastings. Tastings are usually led
by Mania Castelli, one of the owners of the estate, or by Emily O?Hare. Emily left her
position as Head Sommelier at the River Café ...

Price: 30,53 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=243149P1

A Taste of Rome Private Food Tour: 5 Tastings

What a better way to know more about Rome than through its food! Go on a
delicious food tour sampling 5 of the best Italian treats. Enjoy local street snacks,
hear all about the culinary scene in Rome and discover the city bite by bite.What a
better way to know more about Rome than through its ...

Price: 65,65 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=24380P699

Buongiorno Rome! Breakfast & City Private Tour

Experience a whole new side to the Eternal City by exploring in the early hours. Beat
the crowds and explore Rome?s must-see landmarks without the tourists. The best
part? Coffee, fruit juice and pastries are included!Get ready to experience Rome the
local way. Check out the bustling and vibrant ...

Price: 44,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=24380P813
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private transfer from Siena to San Gimignano

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Siena to San Gimignano. An expert
driver will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated
place in San Gimignano. You can choose ...

Price: 57,70 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P120

Private transfer from Siena to Volterra

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Siena to Volterra. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in
Volterra. You can choose between two ...

Price: 74,35 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P122

Private transfer from Siena to Bologna

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Siena to Bologna. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in
Bologna. You can choose between two ...

Price: 222,70 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P125

Private transfer from Siena to Pisa

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Siena to Pisa. An expert driver will greet
you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in Pisa. You
can choose between two ...

Price: 165,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P126
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private transfer from Siena to Lucca

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Siena to Lucca. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in
Lucca. You can choose between two ...

Price: 178,70 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P127

Private transfer from Siena to Montepulciano

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Siena to Montepulciano. An expert
driver will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated
place in Montepulciano. You can choose ...

Price: 82,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P128

Private transfer from Siena to Montalcino

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Siena to Montalcino. An expert driver
will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in
Montalcino. You can choose between ...

Price: 74,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P129

Private transfer from Siena to Radda in Chianti

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Siena to Radda in Chianti. An expert
driver will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated
place in Radda in Chianti. You can ...

Price: 57,70 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P130
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private transfer from Siena to Greve in Chianti

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Siena to Greve in Chianti. An expert
driver will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated
place in Greve in Chianti. You can ...

Price: 66,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P131

Private transfer from Siena to Castellina in Chianti

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Siena to Castellina in Chianti. An expert
driver will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated
place in Castellina in Chianti. You ...

Price: 41,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P132

Siena Walks

Meet your expert guide for a delightful stroll around the town?s major landmarks
starting from Piazza del Campo, the spectacular shell-shaped square guarded by the
local Town Hall and the Torre del Mangia bell-tower. While walking through the
atmospheric medieval streets, you will admire all of ...

Price: 148,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P223

Chianti Classico Wines with Sunset Dinner in a Villa - From Siena

Not far from Siena, Chianti is a picture-postcard corner of Tuscany covered in rolling
hills punctuated by rows of grapes, olive groves and farms where some of Italy?s
most renowned wines are produced. Escorted by a private driver, you will embark on
a scenic road trip through this stunning wine ...

Price: 621,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P224
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Easy San Gimignano and Volterra - From Siena

After picking you up from your hotel, a private driver will take you on a journey
through the heart of Tuscany to visit two beautiful Tuscan towns rich in artistic jewels
and architectural wonders. San Gimignano will charm you with its stunning skyline of
medieval towers set against the Tuscan ...

Price: 501,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P225

Private Full-Day Tour to Val D'Orcia from Siena with Pickup

Meet your driver-guide head south to Val d?Orcia, a corner of beautiful and
untouched Tuscan countryside dotted with picturesque villages. After picking you up
from your hotel, the driver will take you to some of the most beautiful villages of Val
d?Orcia, such as Pienza, a beautiful town known as ...

Price: 437,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P227

Pienza, Montalcino & Montepulciano - From Siena

After picking you up from your hotel, the driver will take you on a scenic drive through
the heart of Tuscany to visit beautiful villages where history, art and a great wine
tradition intertwine. The itinerary includes stops at Montalcino, a walled medieval
town famous for the production of the ...

Price: 784,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=247562P228

Guided Walking Tour Highlights of Siena with Sweets Tasting

Is it your first time in Siena? Do you wish to discover a little bit more about this magic
city? Tour the historical medieval centre and discover its authentic gastronomic side
with a passionate and expert local guide! You will visit the main sites and also
discover off the beaten path corners. You ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=254805P8
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

The best of Siena group tour

Are you thinking of visiting Siena for the first time? Do you want to discover this
magical city? Come and get to know its historic medieval center and immerse
yourself in its gastronomy, in the company of a local guide, expert and passionate!
You will discover the most important monuments, the ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=254805P9

a deep dive into the soul of Chianti

our guests can immerse themselves in the soul of Chianti Classico, visit the
vineyards and the small historic and young family-run winery, taste the wines
produced in combination with local products in an intimate and evocative
atmosphereour guests can immerse themselves in the soul of Chianti ...

Price: 50,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=255842P1

Wine tasting at Bossi Castle

Castello di Bossi produces some of the best wines in the world, making the
production house one of the most famous among those working in the sectorCastello
di Bossi produces some of the best wines in the world, making the production house
one of the most famous among those working in the ...

Price: 20,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=258961P1

Complete tasting of Castello di Bossi

We will have a tasting of the main labels of the Castello di Bossi, one of the Italian
excellence in wine production.What will we taste?Chianti Classico 2016Chianti
Classico Berardo 2015Chianti Classico Grand Selection 2015Corbaia 2013Jerome
2013We will have a tasting of the main labels of the ...

Price: 73,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=258961P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Wine Tasting Brunello di Montalcino

This tasting will allow you to taste the production of some of the best wines in the
world which in recent years have received exceptional ratings from the leading global
wine experts; all this will take place in the exclusive setting of the Castle of Bossi and
its cellarsThis tasting will allow ...

Price: 80,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=258961P4

Tour of the Production Cellar

How the wine is born, how it is fermented and what are the steps that bring the
bunch from the plant to the bottleHow the wine is born, how it is fermented and what
are the steps that bring the bunch from the plant to the bottleHow the wine is born,
how it is fermented and what are the steps that ...

Price: 67,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=258961P5

Transfer Siena to/from Fiumicino FCO Airport optional Orvieto Stop

Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from your accommodation
in Siena.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a 3-hour one-way Private
Transfer in a comfortable, fully air-conditioned comfortable vehicle to Fiumicino Fco
International Airport.Pit stop half-way to relax. ...

Price: 490,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=262476P215

Tuscany tour with gourmet E-Bike picnic for Small Groups from Siena

The Tuscan experience lived with new eyes, riding an e-bike. Away from the
intolerable traffic and the suffocating restrictions of the masks. A pleasant ride of
about 30 km starting directly from Siena. An adventure along which we will retrace
part of the famous Francigena Monteriggioni-Siena stage ...

Price: 147,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=267906P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Horsebackriding - explore Tuscan nature

A trail ride on horseback may be the most beautiful and touching way to immerse
yourself deeply into Tuscan nature. Your perspective changes and gives you an
amazing view. Ask your guides about their passionate work with horses as well as
about the country and the area they live in.Of course, the ...

Price: 62,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=268557P1

Tuscany Wine Tasting at Chianti

Ancient vines and olive trees alternate to form an ideal chessboard around the
farm?s stone houses now transformed into charming residences to host the wine
travellers of the third millennium in search of an authentic Tuscan experience. The
vineyards, in compliance with the ancient Chianti Classico ...

Price: 6,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=270065P1

Picnic on the Chianti Hills with Wine Tasting

Boschetto Campacci extends for 22 hectares and its hills, set approximately up to
400 meters above sea level, dominate an impressive corner of the southernmost
area of Chianti Classico, within the municipality of Castelnuovo Berardenga, north
east from Siena. The deep, stony soils made of ...

Price: 9,90 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=270065P2

Private Guided Bike Tour in Florence with Lunch

15 years ago I was in your position. Coming here as a tourist and a passion for
cycling. These 15 years of experience has given me so many stories to tell and a
great understanding of what most people are searching for. Riding 20000km each
year also puts me in a position to give a helping hand when ...

Price: 190,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=274825P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Guided Road Biking Experience in Florence and Tuscany

Experience a road bike ride around Florence/Chianti like the locals would.We will
take you away from the traffic to places that are hard to get to without hiring a car
and ride the stunning Tuscan roads. Having a native English speaker who has lived
in Florence since 2007 shows you the cycling ...

Price: 190,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=274825P2

Half-day Private Walking Tour of Siena

Enjoy Siena with a professional guide who will let you discover the beauties of this
UNESCO world heritage listed city. The itinerary will include the Duomo, Piazza del
campo, The Church of San Domenico, The Public Palace, and dozens of small
streets and neighbourhoods that make this city ...

Price: 256,85 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=29762P14

Off-Road Tuscan Wine Tour from Castellina 

Off road wine tour is a new way to visit the Chianti Valley.3 wine cellers, Vintage
SUV, typical tuscan lunch and 15 wine tastings, honey tasting, olive oil tastings,
professional tour guide..ALL INCLUDED!Off road wine tour is a new way to visit the
Chianti Valley.3 wine cellers, Vintage SUV, ...

Price: 255,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P1

Private Tuscan Taste Track from Siena

Flavors and smells are memories that we will always bring with us. That?s what we
offer o this Full Day Tour, an unforgettable experience around the Tastes of Tuscany.
Following our expert local guide off the beaten path of massive tourism, you will
discover our local products.We start the tour ...

Price: 310,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P104
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Bike tour in Tuscany with wine tasting

Unsurprisingly, Tuscany is one of the favorite destinations of our cyclists friends: the
views, the smell of the trees along the avenues, the typical colours of our hills make
this area unique for tourists as well as for locals.Unsurprisingly, Tuscany is one of the
favorite destinations of our ...

Price: 220,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P12

Horseback Riding tour with lunch and Wine Tasting 

Getting in tune with such an intelligent animal like a horse is rejuvenating for body
and soul: cross the Chianti countryside paths led by an expert guide, admire those
world famous hills covered by olive groves and vineyards and get in tune with nature,
your horse and yourself. Highlights:  ? ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P13

Cooking Class in a typical Tuscan Farmhouse

By learning from the real Tuscan cuisine you will take home the secrets of Tagliatelle
with the meat sauce, the authentic tomato Bruschetta and the famous Tiramisù.
Highlights:  ? Private tour for couples or small groups ? Cooking Class + Food
tastings ? Full tuscan Lunch  ? Wine tasting and winery ...

Price: 208,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P18

Grape stomping in Tuscan farmhouse

Stomp on grapes in a small winery in the beautiful Chianti hills. Experience the
feeling of grapes under your feet and discover the secrets of winemaking during your
4-hour tour with English-speaking guide. Enjoy a homemade lunch with a
wine-tasting session at a 200 year old villa. Visit its ...

Price: 215,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P21
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Make Your Own Wine with an Italian Winemaker

Experts will guide customers step by step, learning how to give a certain character to
your very personal wine. Inside an ancient room under the '700 villa, our winemaker
will describe the different characteristics of the 5 grapes sampled directly from the
oak barrels.- Private tour for couples and ...

Price: 700,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P22

Private Siena Traditions Tour

SIENA IS WHERE THE MOST ITALIAN ICONIC FOLKLORISTIC EVENT TAKE
PLACE: THE WORLD FAMOUS PALIO. Palio is an historic competition that takes
place 2 times a year and attracts thousands of tourists from all over the world. This is
not just a historical commemoration or a folk festival: this is the true ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P27

Vespa tour in Maremma

The vespa experience offers an original opportunity on touring around Tuscany.
While we take care of each and every detail, leave chaos behind you, enjoy the best
of Tuscany?s landscapes from your stylish vespa, perfect not just to skip traffic but to
have a feeling of what being Italian really ...

Price: 400,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P28

Fiat 500 tour in Maremma

Fiat 500?s shape, dimensions and its aesthetics make this car one special and
authentic symbol beyond its simple use for transportation, simply ideal both on
asphalt and those famous tiny countryside roads. Drive through Maremma?s iconic
landscapes, be part of a magical experience that will throw ...

Price: 600,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P29
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Vintage 500 Fiat tour in Tuscany

Discover the beautiful Tuscan hills in a vintage Fiat 500. Visit three quaint villages
during your 6-hour tour with English-speaking guide. Enjoy a homemade lunch with a
wine-tasting session at a 200 year old villa. Visit its ancient wine cellar.Discover the
beautiful Tuscan hills in a vintage Fiat ...

Price: 270,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P3

Private 500 Fiat Tour in Tuscany From Siena

Discover the beautiful Tuscan hills in a vintage Fiat 500. Visit three quaint villages
during your 6-hour tour with English-speaking guide. Enjoy a homemade lunch with a
wine-tasting session at a 200 year old villa. Visit its ancient wine cellar.Discover the
beautiful Tuscan hills in a vintage Fiat ...

Price: 300,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P36

Grape stomping in Tuscan farmhouse from Siena

Stomp on grapes in a small winery in the beautiful Chianti hills. Experience the
feeling of grapes under your feet and discover the secrets of winemaking during your
4-hour tour with English-speaking guide. Enjoy a homemade lunch with a
wine-tasting session at a 200 year old villa. Visit its ...

Price: 265,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P39

Bike tour and wine tasting from Siena

Unsurprisingly, Tuscany is one of the favorite destinations of our cyclists friends: the
views, the smell of the trees along the avenues, the typical colours of our hills make
this area unique for tourists as well as for locals.Unsurprisingly, Tuscany is one of the
favorite destinations of our ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P44
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Bike Tour and Wine Tasting from San Gimignano

Unsurprisingly, Tuscany is one of the favorite destinations of our cyclists friends: the
views, the smell of the trees along the avenues, the typical colours of our hills make
this area unique for tourists as well as for locals.Unsurprisingly, Tuscany is one of the
favorite destinations of our ...

Price: 270,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P45

VESPA Tour in Tuscany

Nothing speaks ?romanticism? more than a tour on a Vespa, a ride through history
and style, that can really change the tone of your holiday. The Vespa experience
offers an original take on touring Tuscany, while we take care of each and every
detail. Leave chaos behind you, enjoy the best of ...

Price: 230,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P5

Cooking Class in Tuscan farmhouse from Siena

The Tuscan cuisine offers a variety of dishes that vary from province to province, and
that really highlight the richness and quality of local products that Tuscany produces.
The kitchen is primarily culture, conviviality and creativity and it is a way to learn
about the traditions of the country ...

Price: 230,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P53

Horseback Riding Tour with wine tasting from Siena

Getting in tune with such an intelligent animal like a horse is rejuvenating for body
and soul: cross the Chianti countryside paths led by an expert guide, admire those
world famous hills covered by olive groves and vineyards and get in tune with nature,
your horse and yourself.Highlights: ? ...

Price: 280,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P57
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Montalcino and Montepulciano Private Tour 

Travelling in Val d'Orcia is an unforgettable experience. Your eyes become dazzled
by the beauty of the colours of this land, unsurprisingly a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. This tour has been created for you to discover the most painted corner of
Tuscany, made of enchanted landscapes, tree-lined ...

Price: 380,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P6

Make Your Own Wine from Siena

Experts will guide customers step by step, learning how to give a certain character to
your very personal wine. Inside an ancient room under the '700 villa, our winemaker
will describe the different characteristics of the 5 grapes sampled directly from the
oak barrels.- Private tour for couples and ...

Price: 780,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P60

Private Montalcino and Montepulciano Tour from Siena

Travelling in Val d'Orcia is an unforgettable experience. Your eyes become dazzled
by the beauty of the colours of this land, unsurprisingly a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. This tour has been created for you to discover the most painted corner of
Tuscany, made of enchanted landscapes, tree-lined ...

Price: 360,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P63

Off Road Wine Tour in Tuscany from Siena

Off road wine tour is a new way to visit the Chianti Valley. 3 wine cellars, Vintage
SUV, typical Tuscan lunch and 15 wine tastings, honey tasting, olive oil tastings,
professional tour guide, ALL INCLUDED!Off road wine tour is a new way to visit the
Chianti Valley. 3 wine cellars, Vintage SUV, ...

Price: 272,27 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P66
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Vintage Spider tour in Tuscany

The Spider Tour experience is especially designed for those who want to enjoy the
treasures of Chianti on a vintage roadster, a car for true connoisseurs. The car is
compact, stylish and extremely comfortable, a model still used in many films and
television commercials, which in the 60s was at the ...

Price: 600,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P7

Off-Road Tuscan Wine Tour from Chianti

People who love being immersed in the nature and wish to discover Chianti will love
this experience we have created. This is an authentic experience mixing culture and
wild nature. This excursion will also take you to the best wineries of the area, known
for its incredible photo-inspiring ...

Price: 295,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P75

Private Cooking Class in Tuscan Farmhouse

By learning from the real Tuscan cuisine you will take home the secrets of Tagliatelle
with the meat sauce, the authentic tomato Bruschetta and the famous Tiramisù.
Highlights:  ? Private class with local chef  ? Pick up from your hotel in Chianti  ?
Cooking Class + Food tastings  ? Full tuscan ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P78

Tuscany Food Tour with Wine Tasting and Lunch

Come and enjoy our new food paring tour. We will start the day at 10:00 am from
your Hotels in Florence, We will pass through the hills of Chianti Classico for a great
scenic ride, and will also be driving into the small town of Castellina in Chainti and
San Donato. We will visit one local Brewery, ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P87
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Truffle Hunting with Wine Tasting in Tuscan farmhouse

An amazing daytrip in the countryside to enjoy the gems of Chianti area production:
truffle, wine and extra virgin olive oil, all in and around the same traditional family
farm. Follow the expert truffle man and his trained dog in the forest to witness with
your eyes how it is possible to find ...

Price: 250,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=30491P92

Contemporary Art In The Chianti Hills

Transfer A/R from your accomodation in Siena till the Chianti Sculpture Park and the
Contemporary Art Village of Pievasciata (Contemporary Art Village). In this little
hamlet and its immediate surroundings, nine artworks have been installed both by
families and institutions. These installations are ...

Price: 68,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=34228P1

Vip Siena Palio Tour!

 Siena lovers, you will get the chance to breathe the atmosphere of the life of the
Contrada and the Palio of Siena! An exclusive opportunity! An exciting experience
lived with its protagonists: the Sienese people: vising the Museum and the Church of
the ContradaOur guide will also lead you through ...

Price: 220,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=35344P57

Private Walking Tour: Siena and its Treasures

Discover Siena with a professional guide on this private tour to admire the beauty of
this Tuscan town, like its Cathedral, the Baptistery and Opera Museum... Remember
to take your camera  to take some pictures from the high Facciatone, one of the best
panoramic site.Discover Siena with a ...

Price: 171,24 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=36102P14
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Ceramic Experience Visit

Visit the workshop in Siena. The 20-minute guided visit will introduce you the Italian
majolica, cooking matters and paintings items. The artists will paint in front of
you.Visit the workshop in Siena. The 20-minute guided visit will introduce you the
Italian majolica, cooking matters and paintings ...

Price: 5,14 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=36863P2

Siena 2-hour private tour with an expert guide

On this private guided walking tour you'll explore a town which was declared by
UNESCO a World Heritage Site. You'll see its main and beautiful sites, like Siena
Cathedral, Piazza del Campo, Torre del Mangi, Fonte Gaia, Piazza del Mercato and
much more!On this private guided walking tour you'll ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=39613P236

Skip-the-Line Siena Cathedral Duomo Complex Entrance Ticket

Single ticket for 3 hours for the wonders of the Cathedral of Siena, Piccolomini
Library, Museum, Panoramic Terrace, Baptistery and Crypt. Amazing experience
around the Gothic Town most famous of the world. The ticket will be valid for three
consecutive days from first entry.Single ticket for 3 ...

Price: 12,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=45125P1

Chianti Classico Organic Wine Tour

? Transportation in a luxury 9-seater van? Departure from and return to Florence city
center? Services of our driver and tour guide in Italian, English or Spanish? Food,
wine and olive oil? Length of the tour: approximately 7 to 8 hours? Transportation in
a luxury 9-seater van? Departure from and ...

Price: 438,36 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=49570P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

The knights who freed Val d Orcia from Ghino di Tacco robberies

PASSIONSMichele is glad to share with you his passion for bike tours, photography,
places of history, nature and cooking.WE WARMLY WELCOMEFamilies and
individuals, bike riding lovers, nature fans, people interested in legends and
appreciators of good Tuscany cooking. This tour suits people trained ...

Price: 38,36 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=50165P13

The knights who freed Val d Orcia from Ghino di Tacco robberies (VIP)

PASSIONSMichele is glad to share with you his passion for bike tours, photography,
places of history, nature and cooking.WE WARMLY WELCOMEFamilies and
individuals, bike riding lovers, nature fans, people interested in legends and
appreciators of good Tuscany cooking. This tour suits people trained ...

Price: 115,07 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=50165P28

Discover Siena with its Cathedral

Enjoy a small group tour to discover Siena with its famous monuments and hidden
treasures on a walking tour. Benefit from our pre-reserved skip-the-line tickets for the
Cathedral and never wait in a line again. Catch quiet moments in tucked-away
squares and gardens as you troll through the winding ...

Price: 68,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=51192P113

Italian Opera Experience

Our guests will join in an exclusive opera concert powered by great artists, they will
have the pleasure to listen to some of the best arias and duets of the great italian
Opera such as: La Bohème, La Traviata, Tosca, Madama Butterfly, etc.Don't lose the
chance to join us, we will glad to welcome ...

Price: 23,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=53205P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Small-Group Chianti Wine-Tasting and Castles Trip from Siena

Combine Chianti's fine wines with its impressive castles on a full-day trip from Siena!
Giving the rugged Tuscan landscape a remarkable grandeur, these stunning Italian
castles are a must-see for any visitor to the region. With your expert guide, visit
Castello di Brolio, renowned as the birthplace ...

Price: 190,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493CHIANTICASTLES

Small-Group Chianti and San Gimignano Sunset Trip from Siena

On this afternoon and evening tour from Siena to Chianti and San Gimignano,
explore the beautiful Chianti region ? an area rich with dense oak forests and
cypress trees ? and discover its famous wine by visiting a local producer, touring
their cellars and tasting their wines. Then head to the ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493CHIANTISUNSET

Tuscany Hiking Tour from Siena Including Wine Tasting

Leave Siena behind and hike part of Via Francigena, an ancient pilgrimage route
through rural Tuscany, followed by a wine tasting in the village of Monteriggioni.
Embark on a 5-mile (8-km) trek that passes through the heart of the Tuscan
countryside, past picturesque castles, villages, vineyards ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493HIKE

Small-Group Brunello di Montalcino Wine-Tasting Trip from Siena

Brunello di Montalcino, a collector?s favorite, is internationally recognized as one of
the best Italian red wines. On this full-day guided tour from Siena, discover the
cellars where these incredible wines age, meet the local producers, and learn about
the passion that goes into making this wine. ...

Price: 190,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493MONTALCINO
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Small-Group Montepulciano and Pienza Day Trip from Siena

Experience the heart of Tuscany on this guided small-group tour day trip to the
charming towns of Pienza and Montepulciano. Travel through the beautiful clay hills
south of Siena and take in the idyllic UNESCO protected landscapes of Tuscany's
charming Val d?Orcia region. Explore the beautiful ...

Price: 190,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493MONTEPULCIANO

Private Tour: Pienza and Montalcino Organic Cheese and Wine Tour

Taste Tuscany's delicious cheeses and the great Brunello di Montalcino red wines on
a full-day private guided tour. See the beautiful Val d'Orcia and receive a tour of an
organic dairy farm followed by a cheese tasting. Visit the beautiful Renaissance gem
that is the hilltown of Pienza and enjoy ...

Price: 708,91 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493P11

Private Tour: Secret Siena Walking Tour

Discover the older parts of Siena?s medieval centre and see hidden corners away
from the crowded tourist areas, an exceptional itinerary to discover the quieter side of
Siena.Discover the older parts of Siena?s medieval centre and see hidden corners
away from the crowded tourist areas, an ...

Price: 210,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493P14

Small Group E-Bike Tour from Siena with Wine Tasting and Lunch

Follow your experienced guide on a leisurely cycle through the Chianti hills on
comfortable and easy to use Electric Bikes. Enjoy the quiet of Tuscany's
picturesque countryside and visit a beautiful historical monastery rich with art. Finish
the day with a tasting of Chianti Classico wines ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493P17
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Siena to Florence Chianti and San Gimignano Transfer Tour

Travel between destinations and visit sights along the way. Stop to visit the medieval
fortress of Monteriggioni before spending leisure time in the hill-town of San
Gimignano browsing the many stores or savouring the rich cuisine in one of its many
restaurants (not included). In the afternoon ...

Price: 600,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493P18

Siena to Roma: Orvieto and Civita Bagnoregio Transfer Tour

Have a private vehicle pick you up from your Siena accommodation and enjoy
the morning drive with your driver/guide en-route to Orvieto. Spend leisure
time marvelling at the town's beautiful Duomo and many sights and savouring the
rich cuisine in one of the many trattorias and restaurants (not ...

Price: 750,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493P19

Small-Group San Gimignano and Volterra Day Trip from Siena

Embrace the medieval charms of Tuscany's towns on a full-day trip to San
Gimignano and Volterra from Siena. With an attentive local guide, walk round the
Fortress of Monteriggioni, explore the UNESCO World Heritage-listed town of San
Gimignano, and visit an alabaster workshop in Volterra. Enjoy a ...

Price: 190,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493SANGIMIGNANO

Skip the Line: Siena Duomo and City Walking Tour

Immerse yourself in Italy?s history on this 2-hour sightseeing tour. Explore Siena's
UNESCO World Heritage-listed Old Town; discover Siena's central square, Piazza
del Campo; and visit the stunning Siena Duomo (Siena Cathedral) with your
fast-track, skip-the-line entrance ticket. As you walk ...

Price: 30,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493SIENADUOMO
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Tour: Guided Hike in Tuscany with Transport from Siena

Explore Tuscany's picturesque rolling hills on a private, full-day hiking tour with
transport from Siena. With your expert guide, enjoy a scenic, full-day adventurous
hike through the beautiful Chianti region in Tuscany, full of forests, olive groves,
vineyards and quaint villages, stopping halfway ...

Price: 240,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5493TUSCANYTREK

Siena Segway Tour

Cruise through Siena in style on a small-group or private 3-hour Segway tour.
Explore Siena?s historical city center and see main attractions including Piazza del
Duomo, Basilica of San Domenico and Fontebranda. Enjoy panoramic city views
from Fortezza Medicea, stop to walk around bustling Piazza ...

Price: 148,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5620SIENASEGWAY

Relax and nature: Yoga lesson on the shore of the lake with picnic

An holistic experience for the body and the mind with the nature thanks to a yoga
lesson on the shore of Lake Chiusi with delicious picnicAn holistic experience for the
body and the mind with the nature thanks to a yoga lesson on the shore of Lake
Chiusi with delicious picnicAn holistic experience ...

Price: 55,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=58453P46

Chianti Wine Tasting and San Gimignano Day Trip from Siena

Spend an afternoon in Tuscany, visiting the small town of San Gimignano, on a
half-day tour from Siena. Hear the history of the region from an expert guide, and
then enjoy some free time to explore the medieval hill town of San Gimignano,
discovering sites like Piazza del Duomo and Via Francigena. ...

Price: 42,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919CHIANTISANGIM
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Tuscan Cooking Class in Siena

Fall in love with Tuscany through its food during a 4-hour Tuscan cooking class in
Senese countryside! Under the watchful eye of your host ? a local chef ? learn the
secrets of Tuscany?s renowned cuisine to put together a lavish spread of
?antipasto?(appetizer) and handmade pasta. At the end of ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919COOKING

Tuscan Hills Horseback Riding Tour from Siena

Saddle up for a horseback adventure through the beautiful Tuscan hills, woods and
villages! This 2.3-hour tour from Siena includes round-trip transport from the city to
the countryside, plus a ride through Tuscany ? following the ancient pilgrimage trails
of the Via Francigena ? with an expert ...

Price: 72,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919HORSERIDE

Half-Day Brunello di Montalcino Wine Tour from Siena

Explore Montalcino and its stronghold and taste the world-famous wines on an half
day culture tour. Explore the countryside and enjoy two wine tastings during this
4.5-hour guided excursion.Explore Montalcino and its stronghold and taste the
world-famous wines on an half day culture tour. Explore ...

Price: 70,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P122

From Siena: Pienza and Montepulciano Wine Tour

Discover the most noble winery valley of Tuscany; explore the zone of Pienza,
Montepulciano and then enjoy a wine tasting in Montalcino.Discover the most noble
winery valley of Tuscany; explore the zone of Pienza, Montepulciano and then enjoy
a wine tasting in Montalcino.Discover the most noble ...

Price: 55,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P129
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Chianti and Castle Tour from Siena

Discover the beauty of the Tuscan countryside on this 5-hour tour. Visit two wineries
and learn about the process of wine-making. Enjoy a variety of tasting opportunities
including wine and oil. Spend free time in the medieval village of
Monteriggioni.Discover the beauty of the Tuscan countryside ...

Price: 70,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P130

San Gimignano, Chianti, and Montalcino Day Trip from Siena

Enjoy a wine tasting and light lunch in a winery on a full day tour of the Tuscan
countryside. Visit San Gimignano a real jewel famous thanks to its stunning towers
and discover Orcia Valley with a visit to Montalcino, known all over the world for the
production of Brunello di Montalcino.Enjoy a ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P131

Dinner in the Vineyards from Siena

Enjoy a magical evening in the Chianti region and live the unforgettable experience
of a dinner in the vineyards. Start off by visiting the farm?s wineries and tasting some
delicious wines, after which you?ll and enjoy an outdoor barbecue accompanied by
music and a delightful atmosphere.Enjoy a ...

Price: 75,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P382

Siena Food Tour

Travelling is knowing different traditional flavors of an area. The goal of the food tour
is to let people know the Sienese dishes, savoury and sweet. After the meeting with
the tour guide, who will explain in detail every dish rich in history and curiosity, the
group will head to the first stop ...

Price: 50,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P399
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Guided walking tour of Siena 

Siena is a treasure trove of historical, artistic, religious and cultural riches all to be
discovered.The best way to do it is on foot, admiring the changes to the town over
the centuries and enjoying the spectacular scenery and curious particulars. With an
authorized guide you will be able to ...

Price: 20,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P405

Private Departure Transfer: Siena Hotel to Rome FCO airport

Book a private arrival transfer from your Siena accommodation to Rome Fiumicino
airport, so you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport. Book a
private arrival transfer from your Siena accommodation to Rome Fiumicino airport, so
you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or ...

Price: 272,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P429

Private Departure Transfer: Siena Hotel to Bologna airport

Book a private transfer from your Siena accommodation to Bologna Airport soyou
won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport. This hassle-free airport
transportation service gives you peace of mind.Book a private transfer from your
Siena accommodation to Bologna Airport soyou won't ...

Price: 163,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P433

Private Transfer: Siena Hotel to Milan Hotel

Book a private transfer from your Siena accommodation to Milan, soyou won't spend
extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport. This hassle-free transportation service
gives you peace of mind.Book a private transfer from your Siena accommodation to
Milan, soyou won't spend extra time waiting ...

Price: 392,96 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P436
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Departure Transfer: Siena Hotel to Milano Malpensa airport

Book a private transfer from your Siena accommodation to Milano Malpensa airport
so you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport. Book a private
transfer from your Siena accommodation to Milano Malpensa airport so you won't
spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public ...

Price: 428,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P441

Private transfer: Siena Hotel to Venice 

Book a private transfer from Siena Hotel and relax on the way to Venice in the
comfort of a private vehicle.Book a private transfer from Siena Hotel and relax on the
way to Venice in the comfort of a private vehicle.Book a private transfer from Siena
Hotel and relax on the way to Venice in the ...

Price: 322,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P444

Private Transfer: Siena Hotel to Genova

Book a private departure transfer from Siena Hotel and relax on the way to Genova
in the comfort of a private vehicle.Book a private departure transfer from Siena Hotel
and relax on the way to Genova in the comfort of a private vehicle.Book a private
departure transfer from Siena Hotel and relax on ...

Price: 299,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919P448

Vintage Fiat 500 Tour from Siena: Tuscan Hills and Winery Lunch

Experience the beauty of Tuscany in style while driving a vintage Fiat 500, the most
classic Italian car. After hotel pickup from Siena, start in Monteriggioni and cruise
through the gorgeous hills of Chianti, stopping at a local winery for a wonderful Italian
lunch with wine. You?ll follow your ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919SAYFIAT
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Departure Transfer: Siena Hotel to Florence Airport

End your Italy vacation on a high note with this private departure transfer from Siena
to the Florence Peretola Airport. Skip the hassle of finding a taxi or using public
transport and instead enjoy comfortable private transport straight to the airport for
your flight.End your Italy vacation on a ...

Price: 102,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919SAYHTLFLRAPTP

Private Departure Transfer: Siena Hotel to Pisa Airport

End your Italy vacation on a high note with this private departure transfer from Siena
to the Pisa International Airport. Skip the hassle of finding a taxi or using public
transport and instead enjoy comfortable private transport from your hotel straight to
the airport for your flight.End your ...

Price: 143,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919SAYHTLPSAAPTP

Private Transfer: Siena to San Gimignano, Montalcino or Arezzo

Avoid the hassle of renting a car and instead book a private transfer from your Siena
accommodation to the Tuscan city of your choice: San Gimignano, Montalcino or
Arezzo. This convenient, hassle-free transfer service gives you peace of mind, letting
you continue your Italy vacation with ease.Avoid ...

Price: 65,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919SAYP

Siena Vespa Tour Including Lunch at a Chianti Winery

Explore the Tuscan hills by Vespa scooter on a day trip from Siena, and visit a
Chianti winery for lunch, too! After a practice session, choose to drive your own
scooter or hop on behind a tour escort -- (depends on the option selected). Under the
watchful eyes of a guide and tour escorts, ride in ...

Price: 129,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=5919VESPA
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Photo Session with a Local Photographer in Grosseto

Want to capture your amazing honeymoon? Family vacation while the kids are still
little? Your perfect couples retreat from everyday busy life? A solo trip without asking
strangers to take pictures of you? Stop searching, we got you here!We are the
largest network of local vacation photographers in ...

Price: 224,62 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63511P1121

Vacation Photographer in Siena

Localgrapher is the largest network of professional photographers and videographers
with more than 600 destinations around the globe! Book your private photographer
and guide in Siena to capture your picture-perfect moments while visiting amazing
sites!SOLO TRAVELERSFancy an insta-perfect ...

Price: 237,73 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63511P501

Private Photo Session with a Local Photographer in Siena

Want to capture your amazing honeymoon? Family vacation while the kids are still
little? Your perfect couples retreat from everyday busy life? A solo trip without asking
strangers to take pictures of you? Stop searching, we got you here!We are the
largest network of local vacation photographers in ...

Price: 237,73 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63511P848

Hot Air Balloon Flight Over Tuscany from Siena

Admire the gorgeous landscapes of Tuscany from above on this 1-hour hot air
balloon flight from Siena! This thrilling hot air balloon ride takes you up 2,000 feet
(609 meters) over the rolling hills, classic Italian villas, imposing castles and
sprawling vineyards and olive groves of the Tuscan ...

Price: 273,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=6365HAB
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Tour: Tuscany Hot Air Balloon Flight with Transport from Siena

Admire the gorgeous landscapes of Tuscany from above on this 1-hour hot air
balloon flight from Siena! This thrilling hot air balloon ride takes you up 2,000 feet
(609 meters) over the rolling hills, classic Italian villas, imposing castles and
sprawling vineyards and olive groves of the Tuscan ...

Price: 1.917,81 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=6365P9

Siena: City Walking Tour with Cathedral option

Discover the treasures of one of the most beautiful cities in the world with a
monolingual local guide and immerse yourself in its art, culture and traditions as the
horse race the Palio, which takes place twice a year. With a small group you will
explore the best that Siena has to offer. Your ...

Price: 20,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P1

Discover the life of St. Catherine of Siena

The visit takes place among the most suggestive places of Siena linked to the figure
of St. Catherine, patron saint of two districts of Siena, of Italy and co-patron of
Europe. You will visit together with an expert local guide the Basilica of San
Domenico, where the young woman joined the ...

Price: 125,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P11

Truffle Hunting in Siena 

Tuscany and the Sienese area are not only famous for the production of cured meat
and cheeses, but they are also the center of one of the most refined and particular
flavors that mother nature has given us: the truffle. Let yourself be guided by an
experienced truffle hunter and his faithful dogs, ...

Price: 113,02 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P19
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Siena Horse Race: History and Tradition of Palio

To say you know a place means to know its traditions. In Siena, it's all about the
Palio, a centuries-old tradition formed around a horse race that takes place twice a
year, in Piazza del Campo. Taking part in this 90 minutes tour, you will get the
chance to discover the history and the traditions ...

Price: 30,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P2

Siena Horse Race: History and Tradition Private Experience 

To say you know a place means to know its traditions. In Siena, it's all about the
Palio: a horse race. This centuries-old popular tradition takes place twice a year on
July 2 and on August 16, in Piazza del Campo, the beautiful main square of Siena.
Taking part in this 2-hour tour, you will get ...

Price: 97,61 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P22

Pinacoteca: the Sienese art in the National Museum of Siena

Discover Sienese art, the golden heart of Italian Gothic and vibrant medieval
tradition: from the amazing wooden sculpture collection (one of the most important in
the world) to the 12th, 13th and 14th centuries icons. Follow the creation of a
common European language by chasing the turquoise ...

Price: 95,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P30

Discover the ancient hospital of Santa Maria della Scala 

During your visit in Santa Maria della Scala you will discover the history of this
immense hospital located in front of the Cathedral, founded between the 9th and
11th centuries, which was the hospital of Siena until the nineties of the 20th century.
You will begin your visit in the Old Sacristy, ...

Price: 95,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P31
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Discover the Mendicant Orders Churches 

On this 4-hour tour you will discover hidden corners of Siena and all its secrets. You
will visit the four most important churches of mendicant orders in Siena: Basilica of
San Domenico, Church of St. Agostino, Basilica of Santa Maria dei Servi and
Basilica of San Francesco. The mendicant orders ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P32

The beauties of Siena in a half day

Our expert local guide will accompany you through the streets of the historic center.
You will admire the famous square Piazza del Campo, where the Palio takes place
twice a year and the majestic Palazzo Pubblico, the town hall. The tour continues
towards the historic palaces Palazzo Tolomei, one ...

Price: 125,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P34

Discover Siena in one hour walk 

A short walk through the most beautiful streets of the city discovering the most
important points. The visit begins in front of the Basilica of San Domenico, then
continues towards the Sanctuary of the saint, where she lived with her family.
Walking through marvelous streets with panoramic views, ...

Price: 65,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P35

Discovering Siena and the Cathedral

A two hours enchanting walk, discovering Siena most beloved places. The guide will
accompany you through the streets of the city and inside the magnificent Cathedral.
The tour begins in front of the Basilica of San Domenico, where the relics of St.
Catherine are kept, then continues towards the ...

Price: 95,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P36
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Discovering Siena most beloved legends: the untold city

A two hours enchanting walk, discovering Siena most beloved legends. Starting
Point Basilica of Saint Dominic, where the detached head and finger of the holy Saint
Catherine wait to tell You the story of the girl that changed not Siena, all Europe and
church history. Second stop at the Malavolti ...

Price: 95,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P37

Family tour: treasure hunt, Guccio and the long lost chalice

2 magic hours to discover the city with Your children! The tour is a treasure hunt,
following one of our greatest artist, the goldsmith "Guccio di Mannaia", and helping
him recover a stolen treasure... Children and adults will learn city's history having fun
and being enriched by anecdotes and ...

Price: 95,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P38

San Quirico and Bagno Vignoni: in the medieval pilgrimâ€™s footsteps

San Quirico and Bagno Vignoni towns offer a dreamy landscape of Val d?Orcia. At
the end of the tour, you will have the chance to visit Bagno Vignoni?s natural thermal
baths, whose mineral-rich spring water offer various health treatments. So, if you
want bring your swimsuit and a towel! During the ...

Price: 125,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P39

Private Tour of Siena Cathedral 

In Piazza Duomo stands the imposing Cathedral of Siena and right here you will
begin the visit. After an introduction about the extraordinary façade decorated with
statues depicting philosophers, prophets and sibyls that seem to talk to each other,
your guide will tell you the story of why the ...

Price: 97,61 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P4
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Civic Museum of Siena: a jewel of culture inside the majestic Palazzo Pubblico

An expert local guide will accompany you to discover the Palazzo Pubblico in Siena,
which has been the seat of the city government since 1317. Today it is the town hall
and inside there is the beautiful Civic Museum, which offers a complete overview of
the evolution of Sienese art. You will visit ...

Price: 102,74 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=63770P5

Tuscany in a Day - Private Tour in English

? 10 to 11 hour Full Day Tour  ? Pick up at your accommodation  ? Private tour just
for yourself  ? Private a/c small vehicle up to 8 passengers  ? English speaking
driver-guide  ? Visit of Monteriggioni Fortress / free time  ? Visit of Siena / free time  ?
Wine Tasting and lunch   ? Visit of San ...

Price: 1.335,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=64130P12

Siena and Florence Private Tour from Livorno

9-hour tour Round trip transportation from/to the port/shipComfortable air
conditioning minivanProfessional tour guide-driverEnglish speaking driverDrive
across TuscanySiena highlightsFlorence highlights Free wi-fi on boardFree water on
board9-hour tour Round trip transportation from/to the ...

Price: 904,11 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=64130P3

Tuscany Tour in English from Florence

? 10 to 11 hour Full Day Tour ? Pick up at your accommodation ? Private tour just for
yourself ? Private a/c small vehicle up to 8 passengers ? English speaking
driver-guide ? Visit of Monteriggioni Fortress / free time ? Visit of Siena / free time ?
Wine Tasting and lunch (optional) ? Visit of San ...

Price: 904,11 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=64130P39
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Tuscany Tour in English from Lucca

? 9 to 10 hour Full Day Tour  ? Pick up at your accommodation  ? Private tour just for
yourself  ? Private a/c small vehicle up to 8 passengers  ? English speaking
driver-guide  ? Visit of Monteriggioni Fortress / free time  ? Visit of Siena / free time  ?
Wine Tasting and lunch (optional)  ? Visit ...

Price: 904,11 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=64130P40

Educational Wine Tour & Tasting in Siena

In the hills of the gorgeous Tuscan countryside,  just 2kms away from the medieval
center of Siena, this Educational Wine Tour and Tasting 'Vine, Wine and Life' is a
3-hour tour held in an organic winery. Learn about the different stages of wine
making through the seasons and enjoy tastings and a ...

Price: 71,92 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=64690P1

Chianti Classico E-Bike Tour

The Brolio Classic bike tour will lead you to the Chianti area, one of the most
important wine region in the world, for the quality of wine and beauty of landscapes.
Chianti offers a unique landscape: gentle hills covered by vineyards and olive groves,
small stone villages and farm houses. The ...

Price: 220,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=65618P2

E-Bike Tour in Val d'Orcia

The bike tour in Val d?Orcia, UNESCO world heritage site, will make unforgettable
your Tuscan holiday, riding on the typical hills and through small medieval villages.
The tour can start in different parts of the Val d?Orcia area visiting enchanting places
like Pienza, Bagno Vignoni and San Quirico ...

Price: 220,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=65618P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Monteriggioni and Castellina In Chianti e-bike tour

One day bike tour with electric bikes (e-bike) in Chianti region around Monteriggioni
and Castellina in Chianti. Meet your guide in Siena at 9.00 am, in front of the church
of San Domenico, and you'll be taken by private minivan to Monteriggioni, where
we'll set the e-bikes and start the ride. ...

Price: 160,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=65618P4

Exciting ATV tour in the Tuscan countryside

ATV Excursion in the hearth of Tuscany, in province of Siena, in Crete Senesi
UNESCO heritage, between Chianti and Val d'OrciaATV Excursion in the hearth of
Tuscany, in province of Siena, in Crete Senesi UNESCO heritage, between Chianti
and Val d'OrciaATV Excursion in the hearth of Tuscany, in ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=66886P1

Exciting Wine Tasting ATV tour in the Tuscan countryside

ATV Excursion in the hearth of Tuscany, in province of Siena, in Crete Senesi
UNESCO heritage, between Chianti and Val d'OrciaATV Excursion in the hearth of
Tuscany, in province of Siena, in Crete Senesi UNESCO heritage, between Chianti
and Val d'OrciaATV Excursion in the hearth of Tuscany, in ...

Price: 210,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=66886P2

Montepulciano Wine Tasting and Lunch

Montepulciano and Nobile Wine Tour - Experiences 1 day exciting trip in
Montalcino.Tour Length: 7/8 hours. Dates: Every season. Days of Week: Everyday.
Departure Point: From your accommodation - pick-up and drop-off in Florence or
Siena province.Departure Time: From Siena or nearby 09.00/09.30 AM ? ...

Price: 186,30 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=67309P4
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Little Pizzaiolo: Pizza class for all the Family at a Cesarina's home in Siena

Kids love Pizza, in Italy you are in the perfect place where you can learn from the
best! Did you know that Pizza is part of the tradition of every Italian family? Every
mamma prepares her own special pizza in the oven at home!Ready to get your
hands dirty?Learn how to prepare pizza in its regional ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P1034

Young Italian Chefs: Kidsâ€™ Pasta Class at a Cesarina's home in Siena

Would you like to discover the authentic side of Italy and to have a great time with all
the family? This kids friendly cooking class will be a great choice.Learn to prepare
the icon of the Italian gastronomy: the Pasta.Your children will love learning how to
roll fresh pasta by hand as they ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P1044

Christmas Stars: Pasta and Panettone class at a Cesarina's home in Siena

In Italy, it wouldn?t be Christmas without fresh pasta and panettone.Passatelli and
Tortellini in Emilia Romagna, Trofie in Liguria, Agnolotti in Piedmont... every region
has its own star of the dinner table. Panettone is the typical festive dessert; it is
originally from Milan, but these days it?s ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P1079

The art of the Italian Aperitivo with a local: Learn & Enjoy in Siena

Your day in Siena is just winding down, the sun's about to set... It's time for an
Aperitivo. This glamorous Italian tradition is loved all over the world, and this is your
chance to learn how to prepare it for yourself, the perfect souvenir.  Preparing the
perfect aperitivo is an art; you will ...

Price: 105,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P119
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Small Group Market tour and Cooking class in Siena

Italy has a vast and varied culinary heritage, and our local hosts are proud to share
its hidden secrets. Share your passion for Italian gastronomy with other lovely
guests, immerse yourself in the vibrant local market and enjoy an authentic hands-on
cooking class.You'll visit the local market with ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P1277

Small Group Market tour and Dining Experience at a Cesarina's home in Siena

Would you like to discover the most authentic side of Italian gastronomy and share it
with other enthusiasts of the ?cucina italiana??Enjoy this shared Market tour and
typical Dining experience.Visit the vibrant local market and learn about the seasonal
produce and secret ingredients.Then, head to ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P1330

Name your recipe: food market tour and workshop with a Cesarina in Siena

Have you ever been to a local market and traditional food shop in Italy, full of
ingredients you'd love to experiment with? This is your chance to visit a market with a
local expert, choose your most inspiring ingredients, and create and name your very
own two recipes.  Go food shopping with your ...

Price: 155,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P140

Siena in 3 Wines: Exclusive Wine Tasting with an Expert & Food Pairing

If you would like to experience Siena in a glass and have a glimpse inside a real
Tuscan home, this Wine tasting is for you.The experience takes place in the home of
a local professional Wine Taster from ONAV (the Italian Association of Wine
Tasters). Together with your host you will:- Learn the ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P1525
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Professional 6 Wines Tasting with Regional Appetizers in a Localâ€™s home - Siena

Enjoy an immersive Wine experience, where you?ll get to taste a range of local
wines paired with local delicacies.The experience takes place in the home of a local
professional Wine Taster from ONAV (the Italian Association of Wine
Tasters).Together with your host you will:- Learn the fundamentals ...

Price: 159,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P1533

Dining experience at a local's home in Siena with show cooking

Immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a local's home, enjoy an exclusive
show cooking and taste authentic Siena recipes treasured in family cookbooks
passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the warmth of Italian hospitality as you
connect with local people. Enjoy a 4-course menu ...

Price: 85,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P33

 Private cooking class at a local's home with tasting in Siena

Immerse yourself in a private cooking class at local's home,  learn the secrets of the
most famous dishes of Siena cuisine and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by a selection of local wines. During the lesson the local home cook
will reveal the tricks of the trade of 3 authentic Siena ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P34

Local market visit and dining experience at a local's home in Siena

Visit the vibrant local market and the traditional food shops with the Cesarina and
immerse yourself in a private dining experience at the Cesarina's home. Enjoy an
exclusive show cooking and taste authentic Sienese recipes treasured in family
cookbooks passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the ...

Price: 139,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P39
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private food walking tour and cooking class at a Cesarina's home - Siena

Dive into your destination like a local foodie. Explore your Cesarina's most trusted
artisanal food shops, tasting as you go. After your walking tour, immerse yourself in a
private cooking class at the Cesarina's home, learn the secrets of the most famous
dishes of cuisine from Siena area and taste ...

Price: 290,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P390

Private pasta-making class at a local's home with tasting in Siena

Immerse yourself in a private pasta-making class at a local's home, learn the secrets
of the region's most famous pasta dishes and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by a glass of local wine. During the lesson, the local home cook will
reveal the tricks of the trade of 3 authentic regional ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P394

Local Market and Private Cooking Class at a Cesarina's home in Siena

Visit the vibrant local market and the  traditional food shops with the Cesarina and
immerse yourself in a private cooking class at the Cesarina's home,  learn the
secrets of the most famous dishes of Sienese cuisine and taste the fruit of your
labour accompanied by a glass of local wine. During ...

Price: 215,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P40

Hire your local home cook in Siena

Want to entertain your friends and family in your home away from home? Le
Cesarine is your perfect solution; our expert local home cooks will come to your
accommodation to create an authentic culinary experience you'll never forget. Put
your feet up and relax with your loved ones while our Cesarina ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P436
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Pasta & Tiramisu Masterclass at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Siena

Immerse yourself in a private pasta and tiramisu-making class in a welcoming
home, learn the secrets of the region's most famous pasta dishes and tiramisu and
taste the fruit of your labour for lunch or dinner accompanied by local wines. During
this private lesson, you will learn how to prepare 2 ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P734

Private Pizza & Tiramisu Class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Siena

Don't lose the opportunity to become a "pizzaiolo" (pizza-maker) and a great tiramisu
maker! Enter a local home, connect with an expert home cook and discover how
Italian mamma and nonnas used to prepare awesome pizza at home.With this
private hands-on cooking class, you will learn how to make ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P879

Small-group Street food tour in Siena

Dive into Siena like a local foodie. Explore your Cesarina's most trusted artisanal
food shops, tasting as you go. Visit a selection of small local shops, learn about the
typical products of the city while tasting them. A delicious way to discover Siena and
its gastronomy! ? Street food tasting ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P946

Share your Pasta Love: Small group Pasta and Tiramisu class in Siena

You can't visit Italy without trying at least one pasta dish... So, we'll teach you
two!Learn how to roll 'sfoglia' (fresh pasta) by hand and how to prepare 2 simple
different kinds of pasta (filled pasta + fresh pasta) from scratch with your Cesarina.
As the icing on the cake you will learn to ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=68460P988
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Best Of Tuscany In 1 Day From Livorno: Siena, Monteriggioni, San Gimignano

IF YOU ONLY HAVE ONE DAY IN LIVORNO, THAT'S THE BEST TOUR YOU CAN
DO, OUR VEHICLES REACH ANY RESTRICTED PLACE AND WE TAKE OUR
CUSTOMERS INSIDE THE HISTORICAL CITY CENTERIF YOU ONLY HAVE ONE
DAY IN LIVORNO, THAT'S THE BEST TOUR YOU CAN DO, OUR VEHICLES
REACH ANY RESTRICTED PLACE AND WE TAKE OUR ...

Price: 873,29 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=69309P9

Brunello di Montalcino wine experience with a sommelier from Siena

One of the best wine region of the world with a local driving-guide and wine
connoisseur, born and raise in the area.Private tour in two boutique wineries , driving
through the most scenic road of Val d'Orcia with chance to stop for the best Tuscan
countryside pictures.One of the best wine region ...

Price: 270,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=70862P3

Transfer Siena to Rome

Transfers from Siena to Rome.Door to door reliable transportationFixed prices on all
ridesProfessional drivers and premium vehiclesWe offers a variety of vehicles to
choose from for your trip from Siena to Rome , covering every need. If you arrive
from airportYour personal driver will be waiting ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=71377P51

Siena Walking Tour - Private Tour with Official Guide

Get your Walking Tour in Siena and discover its culture, incredible sites, stories &
legends with entertaining and passionate professional guides. See the artistic,
religious, and cultural treasures of Siena on a 2 hours guided walking tour. The best
way to take in Siena's important sites is on ...

Price: 210,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=7233P110
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Wine Tour and Tasting in Siena. Winemaker for a day

Just 3kms away from the medieval centre of Siena, have an authentic wine
experience. Learn all about wine-making in Tuscany. Make a tour of a famous
estate's vineyards. Just 3kms away from the medieval centre of Siena, have an
authentic wine experience. Learn all about wine-making in Tuscany. Make ...

Price: 41,65 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=7233P65

Small Group Tour of Siena

Get your Walking Tour in Siena and discover its culture, incredible sites, stories &
legends with entertaining and passionate professional guides. See the artistic,
religious, and cultural treasures of Siena on a 2 hours guided walking tour. The best
way to take in Siena's important sites is on ...

Price: 90,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=7233P83

A day to Siena & S.Gimignano from Rome

A beutiful day trip to Tuscany from Rome will remain in your memory for ever, its
sceneries and the gorgeous towns,the taste of local food and the best red wine of
Italy will give something more to an unforgettable trip,don't miss it !A beutiful day trip
to Tuscany from Rome will remain in your ...

Price: 168,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=74887P8

Tuscan dinner amongst ancient olive trees for private groups

Discover the taste of typical Tuscan dishes at this unique dinner in an ancient villa.
Dinner takes place amongst spectacular landscapes, making you discover new
horizons.? 4-course Tuscan dinner plus a side dish? Wine and spirits are included?
Takes place in a recently renovated villa from the ...

Price: 62,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=75909P609
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Transfer from Siena to Bologna (BLQ) Airport 

Take the worry out of your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 558,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=8653P1944

Private Transfer from Siena to Rimini (RMI) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 773,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=8653P2259

Private Transfer from Castelnuovo Berardenga to Firenze (FLR) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 332,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=8653P2478

Private Transfer from Siena to Firenze (FLR) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 298,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=8653P2924
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Transfer from Bagnaia to Pisa (PSA) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 392,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=8653P2937

Private Transfer from Castelnuovo Berardenga to Pisa (PSA) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 398,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=8653P3068

Private Transfer from Grosseto to Pisa (PSA) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 450,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=8653P3094

Private Transfer from Siena to Pisa (PSA) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 357,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=8653P3168
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

Private Transfer from Siena city centre to Pisa Airport

Take the worry out for your departure from Siena city centre to Pisa Airport and
pre-book a private transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long
lines for taxis on arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take
the worry out for your departure from Siena ...

Price: 369,92 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=8653P363

Siena Private Walking Tour

The historic city of Siena is an enriched destination, with medieval history, beautiful
architecture, and colorful culture. This UNESCO listed city has numerous medieval
sculptures, some dating back as far back as the 13th-century. Explore and admire
the spiritual and earthly monuments that ...

Price: 184,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=88037P251

Siena Private Walking Tour On the Path of Saint Catherine 

Have you ever heard of Saint Catherine of Siena? This famous, celebrated patron
saint of Italy and Europe and ?Doctor of the Church? was born in the famous Palio
city of Siena. If you are curious to know more then don?t miss this tour. You will visit
locations that were important in the life of ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=90955P10

Private Tour - San Galgano Abbey the Tuscan Legend of the Sword in the Rock 

A guided tour for all lovers of nature, art and ancient legends!Let yourself be carried
away to discover a mystical and unique place in the world, visit the mysterious Abbey
of San Galgano and discover the legend of the Templar who, as a sign of renouncing
war, cried his sword in the rock.A guided ...

Price: 87,18 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=90955P19
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Tours & Sightseeing Siena

A private tour to discover San Galgano Abbey and Siena

A day full of mystery and beauty, for lovers of legends and Medieval myths.This
private tour will take you to the discovery of a Tuscany made of stories and myths,
from the majestic Abbey of San Galgano with its legend of the sword in the stone to
reach Siena rich in symbols and Medieval myths.A ...

Price: 300,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=944&id=90955P20
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